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t
when they arrived the man was no
to the bar in 1SS2, he became a railwhere the be seen.
road
attorney in 1SS4.
Police Notified
January 1,
1900, he became general attorney and
Miss Barron and her companion.
counselor for all the Southern Pa
Miss Boring, went at once to the Pos
cific lines in Texas. It has been said
tal Telegraph office, where the police
that Harrlman was attracted to Lovett
were notified by telephone of the as
ATTACK-ON- '
by the thinness of his fae
"A man
sault and robbery. According to their
who worries about his business all the
story, in about fifteen minutes Night
time is thin In the face," Hantaan is
Officer E. C. Ward responded leisure
reported to have said. "I want uc!i
ly, and after spending more or less
man." Lovett Is very thin.
Al
time getting a description of the man
and details of the assault, he started
though forty-nin- e
years of age, ht
out presumably to look for the foot
weighs only 120 pounds, it is said. He
went to New York four years ago and
paa. Officer Ward is said to have
llveB at the Hotel Majestic.
Besides
acted very "deliberate".
DARING
O '.f
FOOTPAD
ROBS
'
MISS
no great desire to take the UNDERSTOOD SECRETARY OF IN HARRIMAN'S CLOSEST LEGAL AD his knowledge of the legal side ot
displaying
CORA BARRON AND
OF THE
TERIOR WILL RETIRE IN
trail of the assaulter while it was hot
railroading, he has a wide grasp or SUPPOSED DISCOVERER
VISOR 13 NAMED AS HIS
DELAYED
BY
POLE
NORTH
the
As a result the man made good his
practical operation and improve
NEAR FUTURE
ment
of
knows
and
he
REPAIRS
the
VESSEL
TO
railroads,
at
least for the time being.
escape,
southwest and the far west like
Unless he has left the city he is likely
MAKES
AJJ1BGE HAUL m hiding some place. So bold was CAUSE FOR RESIGNATION ELECT TWO DIRECTORS book.
BEING PAINTED
EOQSEVELT
his work that it iff believed in some
SNEAK THIEVES AGAIN AT
SECURES HANDBAG CONTAINING quarters that he is' not a local char REPORTED
PRESIDENT
WAS WM. ROCKEFELLER AND JAr.nn
WORK SATURDAY AFTERNOON
acter, but some transient who stop
A
$75 AND GOLD WATCH VAASSOCIATED
PRESS RUSHES
NOT
SATISFIED
WITH EXPLA- - ,
SCHIFF BECOME MEMBERS OF
off in the city with the intention
ped
LUED AT 50
STEAMER TO THAT PLACE
Sneak thieves were busy again .last
NATION OF CHARGES"
of making a good haul and then
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
TO MEET EXPLORER
afternoon.
Between
the
Saturday
out
getting
again. Aside from this
hours of 3 and 6 o'clock on that af
the
no
have
clue.
police
POLICE HAVE NO CLUE
VICTORY FOR P1NCH0T SELECTIONS ARE PERMANENT ternoon, the residence of H. E.Grib- Money in Drafts
LEARNED
Den, 717 Fifth street, was entered SIORE DETAILS ARE
THe money secured by the
footpad
HOLD-U- P
two
Mexican boys who
presumably by
OCCURS
ON
SIXTH or at least most of it was in two CHIEF FORESTER
SEEMS
TO STOCKHOLDERS AT ANNUAL SES
were seen loafing about the house
drafts. One pf these was for $25 and
STREET WITHIN SHADOW
ONE OF PARTY TELLS OF SUCCESS
HAVE COME OUT ON TOP IN
SION IN OCTOBER EXPECTED
during the afternoon by ' neighbors.
drawn on a New York bank, and the
OF THE CITY HALL
OF EXPEDITION TO THE ARCHIS RECENT ROW TO RATIFY ACTION
Entrance was effected by removing
other for $35, drawn on the same
TIC CIRCLE
small screen from a side window.
bank.
Between five and ten dollars
Within a stone's throw of the clt'y were In bills and small
Once
In
the house the thieves made
Chicago, Sept 13. A Washington 'New York, Sept 13. At a meeting
change.
hall and but a block and a Jialf from
hasty examination and carried
In detailing her harrowing exDer- - special to the Chicago" Tribune today of the board of directors of the Union
Sydney, N. S., Sept 13. Command
those
of
value
which
away
things
er
B. E. Peary and the Roosevelt
'
the postofflce. Miss Cora Barron, o'f lence to an Optic representative to says:
they
Pacific railroad held here today,
could find without much search.
with other members of the Peary,
'It Is understood in official circles
R. S. Lovett, general counsel
Eau Claire, Wis, Who arrived in Las day, Miss Barron stated that she feels
So far as known a revolver, two party on board is still detained at
the loss of the ' watcb more keenly that Secretary of the Interior Rich for the Harrlman
lines, and the perfew days ago to become a
Vega3
than anything else, as It was a solid ard A. BalBnger will retire from the sonal legal advisor of the late E. H. gold band rings, a ring set with em Battle Harbor, Labrador, while repalra
member of the New Mexico Normal gold
timepiece, Vorth $50, and had Tatt cabinet in the near future. This Harrlman, was elected chairman of eralds, a stick pin and sixty cents In are being made to the Koosevelt,
money, all of which were found on these including a coat of paint.
university faculty as kindergarten been given her by ft relative as a gift does not mean his resignation will be the executive committee of this
It
sys
bureau la the bedroom, were taken. now looks as if its arrival at Sydney
teacher, was attacked by a footpad She explained that when she left La accepted immediately, but it is under, tem of railroads to succeed the. dead
No one was at home at the time will not be before
September 25th, in
shortly after 9 o'clock Saturday night Pension hotel Saturday evening for a stood that Ballinger's explanation of magnate.
and
K
although the police are working! which event Dr. Cook will reach New
she
took
walk,
the
her
recent charges Involving him At today's meeting, William Rocke
at the corner of Sixth street and Nahandbag, contain
on the case, no clue as to the guilty York some
days before J?eary does.
tional avenue. Her assailant robbed ing her money and watch, witn. her, with the Cunningham coal tract deal feller and Jacob H. Schift were also
Mrs. Peary today received a wireher of a large leather handbag, con believing this would be safer than in Alaska did not satisfy the president, elected directors of the Union Pacific, parties hasas yet been found.
less message from her husband, stat
taining two drafts for $60, about $10 to leave it In her room at the hotels although so far as known Ballinges succeeding Henry H. Rogers and Ed
HORSE. VALUED AT $125
ing he would keep her posted when
in small bills and silver and a solid On Saturday afternoon she had In- connection with the deal has been ex- ward H. Harrlman,
respectively.
POISONED ON UPPER PECOS he would arrive at Sydney, and mean
gold watch valued at $50. The foot tended depositing the money, but plained as- perfectly proper, he being The membership of the executive
while the family nere Is eagerly
committee was increased from five to
pad made good his escape y dash when she " went to the bank it was the victim of circumstances."
'
..
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena return awaiting Ma return."
The resignation of Bamngcgr" la a
,,.
ing up the alley between Sixth and closed.,
from the
The gteamerTyrlan lias been placed
harles A. Peabody, Henry C. Frick. ed yesterday afternoon
Seventh streets. Aside from being 4 The banks ol the city and on the distinct victorv for Chot TiWoot,,,.
1 UlCDktTI
of Miss Alexia Durant, about at the disposal of the newspaper corranch
Gilford
side
west
were
Plnnhnt
notified
Mai
tn
todav .vi
aid
,
i v v itiii nag
vin,Hughitt were named to thirty-fiv- e
badly frightened, Miss Barron was not
wuuj
miles out from Pecos sta respondents by the government, and
stop payment on the drafts, and It Is several sharp clashes with his Kims- - draft resolutions on the death of Mr.
injured.
M'here he had been summoned it will put out to sea with the inten- tion,
,
,
nor.
BhruiTri. tha ihlnt
certain
Who
will
that
.....
Harrlman.
vuvrA
MH IJ K T JS
With Miss B. D. Boring, relief oper
OUVCCU y,i.
w aJ I
to investigate the poisoning of a val- - tion of
meeting the Roosevelt in tha
Lovett Harriman's Choice
ator at the Postal Telegraph com ignorant as to attempt to forge the not known, although several candi
uable
horse belonging to Miss Du vicinity of St Paul's island.
are
mentioned for the place
The selection of Judge Lovett as rant
pany, Miss Barron was walking souttt euuursement on tne same for the
The latest official news from Peary
on Sixth street. When they neared purpose of cashing them, he would be
the' head of the Harrlman system of The
mountain roads are unsually carries the Information that In view
the corner of the Dr. Bradley rest' caught red handed. However, If he TERRITORIAL BoARn
shows
ne
railroads,
that tha uuovtUU rough from recent
'
wi
heavy rains and It of the controversy that has arlscA be
band at the game, as the
EQUALIZATION MrrW "Who will take Harriman's
dence, a man walked up behind them 4s an oia
at was difficult for the deputy sheriff tween himself and Dr. Cook over
.
i
i
'
jlace
J xo 1.
nnllA
tha
jjuiiv-men
ne
nie
iuuuucu
me nead or the Union Pacific and to reach his
and as they stepped aside to allow
Deiieve,
destination without acci discovery of the north pole, he be
him to pass he grabbed Miss Barron would make no attempt to cash the
Southern
Pacific
(Special Dispatch.)
railroads?" was set dent and In
reasonable length, of lieves it well to defer any long stateuut wouia lase mem
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept 13. The ter- - tled, by Mr. Harrlman himself, just time. And ,any
from behind, locking her In his arms u.ax
the trip was void of re- ment until hfa arrival here.
cmc
,
oiiic
yia.
nf
hoard
before
and holding her helpless. He at first
ruonai
he died. The financial control sults, as evidence
orean
cijucwiziiuuii
sufficient to war
Associated Press Enterprising
.
,
.
UaA
Para vzerl
.
With P. M
111 iNTllAl'i
of the Union Pacific will remain in
wu LUin
to drag her towards
Yt
nTlJ
attempted
Jf
uy
rant arrest could not be substantiated
J,
ejecting
Point
1 was literal 1v nnrnlv-zoTTfnMo.
Eichen, Sept. 13. The tusr
wlfli
t
the National City .bank, and Kuhn
rwncfA-- .. .
the alley, but as Miss Boring began ,
Ji KORWA
I iiuftirj.
,
I'lcaiutrui; . u.
against parties suspected of 'poison- Douglas Thomas, chartered by the
Said Spitz. . of Alhiim,,
Lbeb
to scream, he suddenly cffanged his wueu iub man graDDea me,"
&
Company.
1
uo,
.
.
,
ing the animal, which was valuea at Associated Press to meet Peary, who
secretary;
-j
' mind and
.ioo t,
,
It is believed that today's selection 125.
jjuiiuu, auu coum not scream, unar es v - sffn.ju,
partly releasing his vic- .j..,
iravei's returning on the Roosevelt, reached
was my first experience of this lng auditor, clerk
tim, made a grab for the handbag she It
and Mariano Sena. or Lovett as the successor of Harri
here from Bonn Bay last night The "
man will be ratified by the stockhold
was carrying under her right arm kind, and lust after It waa ovr I interpreter
HUNDRED MEN PUT TO
Thomas covered 355 miles from SydHe wrenched this from her grasp and quickly recovered from the shock for
ine assessors of Curry Onav er8 at the regulaiTmeeting In Octohur
WORK ON BIG RESERVOIR ney due north and on
the
time
receiving Inwhen
I
being..
However,
and
his
election as chairman of the
turning loose of his victim, ran to
Koosevelt, San Juan and Taos coun
formation here that Peary was still at
wards the rear of the Bradley res! returned to my room at the hotel the ties having failed to send in their executive committee of the TTninn x
(Special Dispatch.)
Battle Harbor, left for that point
x
reaction set in and I had one nervous assessment rolls
dence and disappeared up the alley.
as required by law, clfic and Southern Pacific made per
N. M., Sept. 13. One early this morning.
Santa
Pe,
It will probably
manent.
In response to Miss Boring's calls chill after another the whnlo nlcht
o " Will be cited to. appear
before the
hundred men began work today 0n the reach, there this afternoon.
for help, several men in the neigh long. In fact, I never put In such a board and explain their delinquency
Lovett a Texas Man
Arroyo Hondo dam and reservoir
Story of Dash to Pole
borhood hurried to the rescue, but night of mental agony."
unless the rolls are received by 10
five miles south of Santa Fe. Three
OtXHC iOVett.
a
Battle Harbor, Sept 13. The fol- miss uarron was unable to give a o'clock tomorrow morn In sr.
counsel ror Harrlman la th
huge dams will be built of steel and
uiuu
very good description of her assail
(Centltiued on Page 6) .
whom the task of defending th uyJLi concrete and the
ti
project when com
LXCLl '
O
ant, other than that he was either a MEN ACCUSED OF WIRE
THREE CHILDREN .SHOT
nman interests In Wall street
has pleted win reclaim 100,000 acres of
mexwan or a wmte man. It is very
--- -BY AN UNKNOWN MAN
aoc
f
iaiien. uurlng Harrlman' lat
t.pdinr
land. Two townsltes will be laid out
-- am ui iub
corner
DETECTIVES IN PISTOL
'
"
and therecraaiey
ness and subsequent dBath
an experimental farm conducted
and
v
.
""'ci.!.
DUEL WITH ABDUCTORS
nag
ner
lu,UBt
Y.
Ior
N.
t13.
l0
Utica,
Theresa
Sept.
plttsburg( gept 13E B. Tayl0P left to defend Union Pacific, Southern by the Santa Fe Irrigation company.
1
t
;
Proclpio, aged 7 years, shot f TOU a very 01086 glimpse or the formerly local superintendent of the facinc and the other tir,.-,- .The completed project will cost a
who grabbed her.
1UIOU
,
Miss Boring I wwprn
13. A
f
Newport
Ky.,
Sept
f through the heart, Fanny Infu- - f man
siocks
in
.t- Wall Street, an h
quarter of a million dollars.
Chi '
describes the man as of shortNbulld Un w w
running duel, which occurred in f
,i.i,
f sino, aged 3 years, badly wound- - and
Respite the fact that his constant
cago engineers will superintend the
TVitW
at
with
fucn
smooth
stocky
the
main street of this city to- i.x.
"were
f ed in the arm, and Freddy' In- - f not
..
w-Miuoiauons,
gull- tendance at the railrno
t.- -,
toaay round
w
building of the reservoir and dams.
n ueu
ne
when detectives attempted
was
a
day,
not
".'s
imi
fusino, aged two years, fatally
ty of consnlrac.v in contitlnn with sme was required. Lovett. u ft
to
R. W. Leroy of San
arrest
f
shot
were
the
wlre
bowels,
through
f
tapping scandals prosecuted by proauct. He was born in San Jacinto NEW ORLEANS CATHOLIC
Miss Barron had entirely recovered
and Isaac Breton of
Francisco,
f
found tn a hollow under a rail- - f
me ooara si trade of Chicago.
CHURCH BURNS; LOSS $200,000
lusl Btate- - June 22, I860. . Admitw
from the shock today and was her
Richmond,
Ind., on a charge of 4- road
viaduct
here 'this morning.
f
New Orleans, Sept. 13. St John's
self again. Miss Boring, who is In
t- The children were last seen talk- Florence
abducting
Gray, the 14- f
Catholic church here was almost to- to be extremely nsnmna ' in
year-oldaughter of a Winches- f lng to an unknown man. No clined
still suffering from the shock to a
tally destroyed by fire today, caused r ter, ma., pnysiclan, caused wild
f- explanation Is offered for the more
or
by a bolt of lightning striking
extent.
less
it.
escitement. The two officers.
v- crime.
The police believe it f
Fifty people in the church at tie time
Recalls Similar Outrages
were slightly 'wounded, Leroy was the work of either the black
were badly shocked. The loss Is two
was
d.
Saturday
attack
simrecalls
night's
or
an
captured but Breton
hand
Insane
man.
4
f
hundred thousand dollars.
(Continued on Page 6J
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GAUL ON VISIT TO CHICAGO

Chicago,

EXPLOSION IN BATH PARLOR
BLOWS
San Francisco,

t

PATRONS INTO STREET

13. Twelve
were
persons
injured, several fatally,
when a boiler In the Lurline bath
parlors in the heart of the business
section of the city, exploded at noon
today. Naked men and women were
blown from the individual bath rooms
through the windows and walls Into
the street and the building was al

Sept.

Sept.

f

iS.'la

antlclpa-lwee-

n

of the great-Influ- x
of 'visitors
during President taft's - visit : here
this week, Chief of Detectives Wood
is preparing to clear the city of pick
pockets and "con" men.
Every mo
ment of his visit has been mapped
out and every foot of ground covermost completely wrecked.
ed by the president will be thoroughly
When the explosion occurred, the guarded by police and plain
clotieg
oam estaDiisnment was well filled men.
itn patrons and a panic, resulted.
The president, who arrives Thars-,Th- e
injured were picked up M .hi- - day,' Is expected to speak. Informally,
pidly as possible and rushed, to .the at a luncheon of the Commercial club
emergency hospitals, in ambulances. and' to make an address dealing with
The police had great difficulty In j the tariff at Orchestra hall in the
t
'
handling the crowds attracted to the evening.
scene by the accident.
j
He will see a game of" baseball bet- tion-

;

-

the New: York and Chicago Na- tlonal League clubs. in the afternoon
from a "fan" seat in the grand stand
directly back of Jirst base.
Taft Packing Up
Beverly, Mass, Sept 13. Presi
dent Taft spent the day in packing for
his long western and southern
trip
and revising a list of reference books
etc which he ."will nort
.in
V J'li Li"
tion of his many speeches. It is reported that he will make a statement
on the Pinchot-BalUnge- r
controversy
when he, arrives in Boston, tomorrow
to begin Ms trip.

1ITICS

VILL PLAY
PART

Washington, Sept. 13. Every meiiure la being taken by Census Direct
or E. D. Durand toward carrying out
President Taft's determination to
prevent political activity on the part
of census supervisors and enumerators
In the coming census.
Each candidate has received a let
ter pointing out Taft's order prohibOptic want ads bring results! Try iting the holding of office or mpmhr- one.
sbip in any political committee Ouvin?
1

1

i

H
IMMEBDS

Lis term ss gup'Tviwor, tv.i V.m taking part in roKilcs by addresses, soliciting TCtes or oiLcrwi-.- e.
Director Durar.d dorlure the :,!.
will be strictly enforced.
Also t!ut
no state officer can hold a federal p.

fdtion F.t the
s'iq t::u.. Mr. Dura"..!s
must be awn-p- i
thnt n'.l sirOo-can .comply with theea requirements
before their eortmilssioa will be i
s i.i ril.
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to njaie any appropriation for continuing the work of grade crossing removal in this state. Up To the present time, the Long Island railroad has
spent $12,500,000 in Improvements Ing
elimination,
volving
while the city's share In the Improvements Involved the expenditure of
The company is prepared to
750,000.
MUNICIPALITIES OF NEW YORK spend an additional $6,000,000 In get
AIDING
ting rid of the 203 crossings at grade
TRANSPORTATION
la
Queensboro, provided the city
LINES IN THEIR REMOVAL
continues Its former policy of contribof the expense.
uting one-hal-f
removal not merely
FLAN
EETTES FEOIECTIOS
eliminates a most serious menace to
public safety, but the elevation of the
wnere They Cannot Be Abolished Al- tracks results In. a quickening and all-together, Arrangements Are Made round Improvement of the train ser
to do Away so Far as Possible With vice.
All Risk Big Reduction Already
Made in Their Number.
RAILROAD NOTES
grade-crossin-

grade crossing

Grade-crossin-

Engineer Clarence C. Roberts Is
out of the cab for a few trips.
Fireman A. G. Fields will pay a
visit to his former home in Indiana
Three soldier trains from the west
were scheduled to pass through here
today.
Engineer Gus Peterson is indulg
ing himself in a needed respite from
daily toil
Engineer James Rush and Fireman
H. L. Thomas have been assigned to
engine 1213.
Brakeman C. A. Stevenson is oft
duty, resting, recuperating and threat
ening to go to the mountains bwfore
the season closes.
Conductor J. F. Mulhern went up
to Denver yesterday, his passenger
run on the south end being looked
after by Conductor James Purcell.
Mark Nelson is once more doing
the agreeable as day caller at the
local yard office,
bumping Harold
Noyes back to the lantern o' nights.
Porter Knight has quit his job In
Conductor R. Davidson's passenger
'
crew, and his place has been taken
willingly enough by Porter J. Shank.
Firemen A. W. Green, C. F. Spidel,
J. R. McCabe, Louis Van Arsdale an6
J. C. Haulman left for La Junta today
to undergo examinations to be engineers.
M. J. Drury, mechanical superin
tendent at La Junta, has been visiting
the local railroad shops again and
found everything up to the handle in
every particular.
George B. Rlslnger, who has been
In the railway mall service on Nos.
9 and 2 between La Junta and Al
buquerque, has been transferred to
road.
a run on Nos. 1 and 8.
The work outlined by the Long
Harry Fouts, day ticket man In the
Island Railroad company Includes the Santa Fe passenger depot in Albu
removal of 14 grade crossings on the querque, has resigned the position
line to Manhattan Beach, 45 grade and accepted a clerkship in the First
crossings on the Bay Ridge line, the National bank of that city.
elimination of some very dangerous
3: K. Whiteside, traveling account
crossings on 14 streets by the con- ant of the mechanical department of
struction of a tunnel under East New the Santa Fe coast lines, was in AlbuYork Hill, and the removal of some querque yesterday on a short inspec
in Queensboro. tion trip from Los Angeles.
203 grade crossings
a bill
the
last
legislature
Brakeman John Bryant has been as
During
authorizing the city to share the ex- signed to a limited run regularly with
pense of removing these
Conductor M. A. Brennan, who Is sup
crossings failed of passage; Indeed, plying Conductor Charley Oder's run
for the first time in many years, the between Albuquerque and La Junta.
of
W. A. George, superintendent
legislature at its last session failed
shops for the Santa Fe at Albuquerque, has returned from Vermont and
other sections of the east, where he
has been enjoying a vacation of four
weeks past. ,
Pat Walsh, the Santa Fe's general
a
baggage agent, was en route to
afterthrough here yesterday
noon from Salt Lake City, where he
attended a convention of general baggage agents.
Charles Cunningham, who- has fired
an engine out of Raton for several
years past, but was recently trans
Cured by Lydia E. Pink ferred to Belen, has passed a success
ful examination and been promoted to
hsm'sVegetableCompdund
be an engineer.
XT
T
T taa fof T wrlioT?
UinrmAvr
C. E. Pollock, an old time E. P. &
Plnkhflm's Vegetable Compound has
n given me new lire. S. W. conductor, well known to the
I suffered for tea citizens of Santa Rosa, has purchased
years with serious
female troubles, to- - an Interest In a cigar store, billiard
nammation, nicer-atio- and pool room In El Paso,, in partnerindigestion,
with another
nervousness, and ship
Conductor A. H. West, who had
could not sleep.
Doctors gave ma been visiting his daughter at Colfax,
tip, as they said my with Mrs. West, resumed his paswere
troubles
chronic. I was in senger run on No. 1 yesterday afterand
did
not noon, relieving Conductor L. D.
despair,
care whether I lived
who has been doing duty In
or died, when I read about Lydia E. Leeper,
his
stead.
so
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound;
I
W. P. Garside, traveling freight and
bepan to take it, and am well again and
relieved of all my sufferin&.'r Mrs. passenger agent for the Santa Fe, has
18 J.
Geohgk Jobdy, Box 40, Marlton, Com-vunbeen looking after matters in his deLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
made from native roots and partment in this city. His headerba, contains no narcotics or harm- quarters are in El Paso, but his
holds the record
ful drugs, and y
for the largest number of actual cures duties keep him on the road almost
of female diseases we know of, and continually.
thousandsof voluntary testimonials are
Fifteen conductors and one enon file in the Pinkham laboratory at
of the Colorado &
Lynn, Mass., from women who have gineer, employes
been cured from almost every form of Southern and Santa Fe roadsr" have
female complaints, inflammation, ul- recently been discharged through eviceration, displacemfints.libroidtumors,
obirregularities, periodic pains, backache, dence to defraud the companies
indigestion and nervous prostration. tained by secret service operatives
Every suffering woman owes it to her- for those railroad companies.
The
self to give Lydia 12. Pinkham's Vegeto
was
to
raise
checks
plan
adopted
table Compound a trial,
If you would like special advice a higher denomination. Most of those
itboiit Tourcaso write a confiden- discharged were working on the
to Mrs. I'iixkliam, at
tial
.,, Mass. Ju t advice is free, PneWo division, where the Colorado
i.j
& Southern and Santa Fe operate un
.au
s
r al waj helpful

Although the advent of the automobile has attracted public attention In
a most tragical manner to the peril
of railroad grade crossings, the loss
of life among the users of automobiles
represents only a certain proportion
of the annual number of fatalities due
to this cause. The time will come
when our Increasing regard for the
sanctity of human life will lead,
cither, to a total abolition of crossings
at grades, or to such an ample protection as will place the responsibility for accidents of this character almost entirely upon the highway traffic, whether pedestrian or vehicular,
says tho Scientific American.
There are at the present time In
New York 10,544 points at which
railroad tracks encounter public highways, and at 1,693 of these points the
crossings at grade have been removed.
The protected crossings numher
gether 3,676, distributed among the
different railroads according to the
Long Island
following percentages.
Tallroad, 51; New York Central, 43;
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,
42; Erie, 31; Delaware & Hudson, 30;
New York, Ontario & Western, 30;
Lehigh Valley, 20.
During the last five years the different railroads, with the assistance of
the state and municipalities, have
been actively engaged in reducing
the number of grade crossings on
tbeir lines by either elevating or de
pressing the tracks. These grade
crossings have been reduced in cer
tain percentages of the total from 22
on the Long Island railroad down, to
10 on the Delaware & Hudson rail

last-name- d

AFTER

SUFFERING

To-pek-

TEN YEARS
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d,

to-da-
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der a Joint trackage agreement The
men are said to have secured from
$100 to $1,000 each on fraudulent pay
checks, issued to them by a tiuie
keeper on the Pueblo division. The
men are accused of turning In overtime which really did not exist.
Engineer of Tests E. W. Thomas
of the Santa Fe, and T. E. Laydon,
his assistant, together with C. C.
Farmer, F. W. Ainsworth and J. Simpson, are the three air experts from
theVestinghouse factory who have
been demonstrating with air on ' the
Glorleta mountain.
The object of
this test Is to show the great necessity of perfect air, and what large
trains can be handled over the Glorleta and Raton mountains when it is
perfected.
The
speed war for
mail control, precipitated by the Santa
Fe when It offered the postofflce department a train that would reduce
the time from Chicago to the coast at
least ten hours, has assumed an interesting new phase. This development Is that the Southern Pacific has
determined to put on a seven-coacmail train, with Atlantic
compound locomotives, between San
Francisco and Chicago. The operat
ing department of the Southern Pacific, through the offlce of Assistant
General Manager Calvin, the On gon
Short Line, W. H. Bancroft, of Salt
Lake, and the Union Pacific, A. L.
Mohler, of Omaha, are figuring out a
schedule that Is to reduce the running time fourteen hours. The train
will be known as the Pacific coast
fast mail.
trans-continent-

all-ste-

SANTA FE'S

SEPTEMBER

TRAIN TO USE

CUT-OF-

-

Honored by Women

cross-countr-

When woman speaks of her
silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have bestowed this mark of confidence on Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y.
Everywhere there are women who
bear witness to the wonderof Dr.
working, curing-powPierce's Favorite Prescription

F

According to Chief Clerk D. E.
Barnes, of the railway mail service,
with headquarters at Wichita, Kansas, the new fast mall train that the
Santa Fe railway Is to put on between
Chicago and the Pacific coast, will
use the Belen cut-of- f
with a view to
saving time and avoiding the steep
mountain grades in New Mexico. Id
speaking of this new fast mall train,
destined to be by far the swiftest one
between the Windy City and the Pacific coast, Mr. Barnes in an interview
in the Wichita Eagle, gays:
"I am informed that the new train
to be run out of Chicago to the fa-cific cokst on the Santa 'Fe rallnVad
is to make faster time than any otlier
train now making the
trip. It will be primarily a mail and
express train, but will carry one or
two sleepers, and possibly a day
coach. Every mile of rail that it is
possible to save has been figured out
and by running over .the Kansas cutoff at Emporia and thence over tnt
main line to Florence and down
through El Dorado and Augusta to
Mulvane, the railroad company hopes
to save seven miles or about ten minutes between Chicago. Of course this
means the fast Santa Fe train - will
never reach Wichita, although they
will probably stop at Mulvane to
pick up mail and express forwarded
from here.
"The train will leave Chicago In the
evening and will arrive in Kansas City
about 9:30 o'clock, leaving that city
After leaving
again at 10 o'clock.
Mulvane It will continue down
over
the Amarillo line and over the Belen
cut-of- f
west of Belen, N.N M., and
thence onto the main line of the
Santa Fe. A good many miles of
useless travel will be saved and the
grades in the Glorieta mountains, and
those at Raton will be avoided. The
highest elevation the train will reach
will be at Mountainair, which is 6,460
feet above the level of the sea. It Is
quite likely the train will be sched
uled to run forty miles per hour
throughout the distance, and 1 am
sure this will be easily accomplished,
A lew days since I traveled over a
part of the line in New Mexico, and
timed the train for a number of
miles. I was surprised to find that it
traveled at an average speed of fortyseven miles per hour with but little

I
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which saves tho suffering sea
from pain, and successfully
grapples with woman's weak
nesses and stubborn ills.

ft

1

I
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No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her confidence misplaced when she wrote for advice, to
the World's Dispensary Mbdical Association, Dr.

On Pierce'
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Cream Balm
Ely's
8ure to Clve Satisfaction.

(

OIVIS RELIEF AT ONCE.
soothes, heals and protects the
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh,
and drives sway a Cold in the Head quickly.
Restores the Senses of Taste and (3 moll.
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs
Applied into the nostrils and absorbed.
Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by
mail. VLiqnid Cream Balm, for use in;
.
atomizers, 75 cents.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 WtrenSt:..Naw Ysrh

It cleanses,

Mr. Newlywed was helping his" wife
of her new Paris . gowns.
"Darling, do you think we shall know
each other In heaven?" asked Mrs.
Newlywed. ''Not If the angels' dresses
button up the back," replied Mr. New-

into one

lywed, stifling his profanity.

The Best Of

AH

The most delicious of all breakfast
foods, TOASTED RICE FLAKES; A.
big package at the grocer's for 10
cents.
,
A

seldom appreciates
he has fought for it.

man

peace-unti-

A Hurry Up Call
Quick! Mr. Druggist Quick! A box
of Bucklen's Arnica Salve Here's a
quarter For the love of Moses, hurry!
Baby's burned himself, terribly Johnnie cut his foot with the axe Mamie's
scalded-r- Pa
can't walk from piles
Blllie has boils and my corns ache.
She got It and soon cured all the family. Its the greatest healer on earth.
i
Sold by all druggists.

Most hearts are willing, but. many
pocket books are weak.

v R. V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
PtcMtmnt Pellets Induce wild aalurml bor.'tl movement once a day.

"

Good for Biliousness.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets last night,
and I feel fifty per cent better than
I have for weeks," says J. J. Firestone
of Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly
a fine article for biliousness." For sale-ball dealers.
Samples free.

"
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Pretty Creations in Suits and Dresses
for Fall and Winter
Wear.
....
'

have been planing to wear your last Winter's Suit again this Season, you won't when you
IF YOU
see the new ones. It has been a long time since there has been such a radical change of styles
from one season to another. The c6ats are longer and closer fitting, with much narrower sleeves.
The skirts are wider, and in most models plaited either all arround or in side panels with panel
effects in front. And the trimmings are as different and new as can be, braids and jet buttons
being the most in evidence. In short, the new styles are new in every sense of the word and no
season's styles have been more attractive. Our line consists of the most popular models from the
largest manufacturers of the country, in all the best shades and fabrics. All coat linings guaranteed for two seasons and 'prices lower than any house in the Southwest.

The saost popular gaiments of
the Season.
One-Piec-

e

Dresses in the

Moyen Age Modtls,
The popular garments are perfect fitting to a trifle below the
hips with

pleated skirt from
that . point. Some have front
panel effets while others are
heavily braided. They come in
all the desirable colors in Taffeta,
Cashmere, Prunella, Broadcloth
and Silk Eolienne. Prices range
from 130.00 down to $U,00.

Desireable Fall Waists
Temptingly Priced .
The new waist styles are especially attractive this Fall, White
and ecru nets are the favorites with
black Taffetta a close second. These
come in a variety of styles, trimmed in tucks, cords, braids and
jets. Prices range from 24.00 up to
$25.00.
The novelty of this season
is the

Jersey Waist
made from a silk fabric siiuiliar
to, but a little hevier than, silk
glove fabric. These are close fitting and made in plaited models,
black only.
-

Very nifty and dressy are the

New Models in Fall
Goats.
The long coat effects in Suits
naturally results in the hevier
garments being extremely long,
ranging from IS inches to 66
inches. As in Suits, the rougher
materials have first place, although the Broadcloths and
similar weaves are in much demand. Tight fitting, severely
tailored effeets are extremely
garments
good, while semi-fitteare also meeting with much
favor.
Braids and jets are ths favorite
trimmings with silk extensively
nsed in some models. Prices
range from 18.50 to $50.00.
d

,

Lots of highway robberies are pulled off under the guise of financiering.
Items to The

Many Rich, Nobby Effects in Fall Dress Goods,
this Season are away from the smooth Satin effects of the past Season's,
Styles in piece-good- s
more toward the hevier, rough material such as Cheviots, Worsteds, Diagonals, Chevrons and Serges.
These make up much richer and more dressy than the lighter weight fabrics. Broadcloths and Prunellas
are still much In demand for the finer more elaborate gowns, and come in all the new shades for Fall.
Cheviot Serges are very popular and extremely serviceable, being designed especially for hard, rough
nsage.x The Chevron effects are serviceable and also very dressy, having a richness peculiarly there owa.
At our dress goods counter you will find an excellent variety of all these fabrics. Also anice line of the
more staple weaves, with trimming of newest designs to match.

How About Your Fall Shoes?

I

With new suits and dresses you will want new Shoes. As in other lines, styles in shoes chaugo with each
This Fall the vamps are extremely short with narrow box toe effects. Patent leather with Suede tops
and all Suedo in a good shade of grey are the favorites. Our stock is complete with a large assortment of styles
and qualities of the newest, most favored lasts. If you would insure shoe comfort style and quality lot us
supply your footwear.
Season.

l

i

IT MAKES WEAK WOJIEN STRONG
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.

J,

There are twenty-thre- e
railway mail
clerks, all but one of whom reside in
Wichita, who are awaiting the an
nouncement of the new train with
keen interest, for they are at present
engaged upon the trains carrying the
mails from Kansas City to Albuquer
que. The Wichita division of the mall
service Is now running double dally
service to Amarillo and single daily
service from that place to Albuquer
It Is
que, the end of the division.
quite probable the new Santa Fe train
will displace one of those now running
out of Wichita.

Telephone your new
Optic, Phone Main 2.

1909

the girl and still maintains that it
was not even a case of suicide.
Both the mother and brother of the
DAliGIIIEIlWAS MURDERED
girl are 'supporting Hudson In every
Pueblo, Colo., Sept 13. With state- way, and all three called upon Disments to the effect that he believes trict Attorney Davidson yesterday afare understood to
bit daughter was the victim of cir- ternoon. They
cumstances which have not been have presented the true circumstances
brought to light and that Otto Hud of the case to him, and to have conson Is Indirectly responsible for her! tradicted any statements which Mr.
death, David Hoover, father of Miss Hoover may have made in regard to
Maggie Hoover, who died in this city the affair.
Both Mrs. Hoover and Frank delast Friday morning under peculiar
clare
that Hudson is heartbroken as
circumstances, arrived Saturday afternoon from his home in Santa Fe, N. a result of Miss Hoover's death. They
M. His assertions resulted in a small say he has left the Hoover home but
sensation, about the Hoover home on once since the death, and that he has
Mechanic street and although Hoov- not eaten a bite for three days. He
er Is said to have been absent from denies absolutely having had anyhome for about six years, and to have thing to do with her death, and still
known nothing concerning the causes maintains that he, does not believe
which led up to the girl's untimely that she intended to kill herself.
end, Chief of Police Sullivan and De- Hudson accompanied Mrs. Hoover to
tective Daly were called to Investigate the office of District Attorney Davidson where he is said to have made
I
the case.
To them the idea of Mr. Hoover a clear statement of the entire affair.
No warrants
for Hudson's arrest
was expressed in no uncertain terms,
and he declared his intention of plac- have been- secured by Mr. Hoover and
will not be unless far more evidence
ing the matter in the hands of District
than
has already been presented to
Attorney Davidson. He admits that
he has not been in or about Pueblo the district attorney be held by Corofor a long time preceding the death ner McDonnell wbo says that It
of his daughter, and knows nothing of was a plain case of suicide, and but
the real conditions, but declares that for Mr. Hoover, the affair' would now
he has learned enough to arouse his be forgotten
Hoover claims to have entertained
suspicions,.
Opposed to him in the effort to his daughter In his Santa Fe home
cause , trouble over the girl's death, four months ago and at that time she
are her mother, Mrs. Clara Hoover, was extremely "happy and contented.
former police matron, and her broth He claims to have sent money home
er, Frank Hoover, of the fire depart- on several occasions and that one
ment Mrs. Hoover was in the house time the money order came back to
at the time the poison was taken by him not cashed.

NtW MAIL

difficulty."

13,

SANTA FE MAN TBINKS

THE RAILROAD WORLD

eli::l'!.ti:;q the
deadly railroad

MONDAY,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
Cold Spring

OFFICIAL ROUTE

Upper Cimarron Spring
Willow Bar
Middle Spring.
TRAVERSED BY
Lower Cimarron Spring
Sand Creek'
SANTA FE TRAIL Kord of Arkansas
Caches
Coon Creek
XOL R. E. TWITCHELL GIVES THE Pawnee Fork
OPTIC VALUABLE DATA ON
,A8n Creek
'
I
SUBJECT
Walnut Creek
. (Arkansas
River

IS ABSOLUTELY
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33 473
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List' of Stations Not Only"
.
.r- a
r
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Trail That Existed in Southwest
Previous to 1840.
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Best For
The Bowels

6 479
19 498

THREE
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OF
THREE THOUSAND
VITED

TO

LOUIS

MAYORS

BE GUESTS

Largest Wholesale Douse
INCORPORATED

CHARLES ILFELD

IN

OF

20 542
17 559
25 584
12 596
15 611

15 626

11

2 628

1

Distributing Agents of
Jno. Deere

CATHAM-ri-

TO EXCHANGE

Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Tute Good, Do OnM,
Kever bickeu, Weaken or Grip, luc, 2&c, lee.
ftld in bulk. The fftonin unlet lamp 4 CUU,
4uaraute4 to cure or jour mouej back.
Sterling Remedy Co., ChicacoocN.Y. 6o)

Jt

mm sale, tem mum boxes

45 673
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THAT CITY NEXT MONTH

8 506

Little Arkansas
Turkey Creek
CdUonwood Creek
Lost
- SDrine
Diamond Spring ..
l
f Hnn
John
Big
Bridge Creek
M,le Cre
Narrows

.

on

26 290
36 326
8 334
50 334
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COiJSTIPATI Oil

CAMOV

RELIABLE
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T.bulated

25 241
5 246
IS 264
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IMPLEMENTS

TUE13 IDEAS

McCormlo
Deering
Champion

Visitors Will Join in Great Confer
ence on Problem of Municipal Government To be Most Notable Gathering of it Kind Ever Held Will
Close With a Brilliant Banquet

MAC1ILNERY
Moline
Studebaker

WAGONS

VEHICLES

American
Elwood

STOCK FENCE
St Louis, Mo., Sept 13. If a thou
press dispatch, under a Wichita.
'.
18 3U4
Genuine Glidden
721 Bracito
40
sand or so American mayors do not
Kan., date line of September 10th.
DARBWIRE
373
30 751 Paso del Norte
Grove
,33
Rund
of
the
announces that the Daughters
have in their possession by October
36 373
35 786 Ojo de Samelayuca
American Revolution In Kansas who Independence
9th, the latest and best ideas on how
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
24 34
Candelaria
to run cities, It will not be the fault
are marking the old Santa Fe Trail Dlstancla de Santa Fe al Frte. Leav-ar- e
24
347
Candelaria
enworth por el Frte. d Bent. ,
to be notified by an old freighter,
of the St. Louis Centennial associa15 412
Ojo Lucero '.
25
named John Revell, that they are a Pecos
tion and the Civic League of St
12
424
23 48 Laguna
.
Louis. The former has arranged to
making mistakes In the placing of Ban Miguel
18 442
Carrizas A
6 54
.'.
Ojo Bernal
the markers.
and entertain at least
12 454 bring together
17 71 i Ojo Caliente
- Inasmuch as reliable Information as Las Vegas
this number of executives of munici
21
475
17 88 Jesus Maria
to the route of the old Trail was' Rio Sapello
palities of the United States during
15 490
4 92 Lagartijas
Mora
Col.
of
known to be-ithe week that the one hundredth an
R.;Rlo
possession
21 511
24 116 Chlvato
Rio Ocate
E. Twitchell. of this city,
niversary of the Incorporation of
12 623
.
22 138 Gallego
dent of the New Mexico Historical Rio del Rayado
St Louis will be celebrated, begin37 5r0
10 148 Laguna
October 3d, and the latter has
.Society and I historian of recognized Rio del Ponll
30 580 ning
10 158 Penotito
seized upon the opportunity afforded
capability and accuracy, an Optic re-- Rio del Vermejo
33 613
20 178 Sacramentito
to have the visitors Join In the great
porter called on him at his residence Rio del Colorado
Chihuahua
IS 631
195
17
Mercl-ieir-iel-i
an Cuinbres del Raton
hist evening for the purpose-o- f
conference or series of conferences
22
217
'
Old
the
about
las
Animas.
Vado
de
Trail,
Conversing
interview nnnn th mihlHct.
on problems of city government
12 2
Col. Twitchell said:
14 i HV08 del TilAHO
Wkn.ii Intr.nr.cntr.A
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Three thousand invitations are beno w thuc vim
i ii i v uguidA aa
15 244
"The first men who conceived the ing sent out for this feature of the
Trail, Col. Twitchell said that he had Artensejates del Timpas.
M ail Orders Promptly Filled.
21 265 idea of trading with the Spaniards
seen the dispatch In The Optic and Rio Timpas
centennial celebration, and ' although
7 272 of New and Old Mexico by way of it is
Idem
was only too glad to f give out what
feared that not more than one
the ancient city of Santa Fe, were mayor in
u
Information he had. Going to his uerte de Bent
three, whose presence is
52 351 the Mallet brothers.
There is exceed requested, will be able to
card index, the colonel pulled out a Big Sand Creek
accept, the
.....119 470 ingly limited information available gathering, nevertheless, will be the
card and in a minute had taken from Vado del Arkansas
25 495 as to these men but it is known that most
a large box In his library, a. small Caches
notable of its kind ever held.
16 511 they were In Santa Fe In the month
Grove
book. "This book." said he, ."be-- j Jackson
It is doubtful that half as many city
53 564 of July, 1739. In all probability the rulers as
will attend ever have met
(Inoorpormted)
longed to Don Manuel Alvarez, In Pawnee Fork
7 571 the first European to travel to Santa
Ash
Creek
1839, consul of the United States of
together.
6 577 h'e, of whom much is known, was
America, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Pawnee Rock
Fully appreciating the honor which
WHOLESALE
16 593 Baptiste La Lande, a Creole. He was will
be conferred upon St. Louis by
then the capital of the province or Walnut Creek
6
599
of
the
a
in
merchant
at
River
Arkansas
mnd Deaior In
employ
living
this assemblage, the Centennial asso
territory of New Mexico, a portion of
8 607 Kaskaskia, Illinois. La
Lando fol ciation and its
the Republic of Mexico. Alvarez In Plumb Butte
are mafc
WOOL,
11 618 lowed the Platte river to a place
later years became very prominent In Cow Creek
ing every effort to provide appropriate
9 627 about where Denver now 6tanls and
,
the affairs of New Mexico. He was Owl Creek
entertainment, and the wives and
10 637 then came south, in all probability
Homes
a native of Spain and was never a Little Arkansas
daughters of the visitors will be es
24 661 by way of Taos; he was In nusiaess
Lmm
naturalized citizen, either of Mexico Turkey Creek
Eaat
pecially cared for.
Vega, N.M., Albuquerque, M. Mm, Tuoumomrl,
18 679 in Santa Fe in 1804.
The Spaniard3
This week will be a busy one for
or the United States, although at the Cottonwood
H. M., Pooom, N. M; Logan, Nm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
693
14
were
because
of
very angry
the ex the mayors and those who accompany
time the territory of New Mexico Lost Spring
15 708 pedition of Lieut. Pike and his arrest
was endeavoring to become a state, Diamond Spring
them, from the day of their arrival
18 726 and taking to the City
of Mexico Monday, October
DAW WAGONS, the Bast Farm Wagon mada
when .California was admitted, he was Council Grove
4th, until their de2 728 stopped, all trade for several
Big John Spring
yiars. parture six days later. For them It
elected to the lieutenant-governorshiRACKS-SATTLE- Y
11 73 In 1809 some men tried to reach San- will
CO., Vehicles
of the state of New Mexico. Later Bluff Creek
begin with a reception and a
11 750 ta Fe but were undoubtedly killed luncheon the
NAVAJO BLANKETS
the act creating the territory of New Pool Creek
first day and will in
U 761 by Indians on the Great Plains; they clude a banquet, attendance at the
Mexico was passed by the congress Fish Creek
. 11
15 776 were never heard of.
- . .1
110 Mile Creek
1 1
1
l.J
Veiled Prophet ball and facilities to
utu
ui
uuium outlets uiu ail vtiluiib
11 787
"In 1812 another expedition started see all of the
Trail
toward statehood were for the time Oregon
other chief events of
4 791 for Santa Fe but when they reached
Kansas River
the celebration. Among these will be
,
being abandoned."..
2 '801 the capital tho governor of the prov'..
Strong Creek
grand pageants dally, and great bal
Opening the pages of the book Fort Leavenworth
12 813 ince' confiscated
their goods and loon, airship and
aeroplane races.
Colonel Twitchell showed the reporThe book also contains all the threw them into prison in the Old
more, each delivery, aoc per 100 lbs.
The reception Monday will be held a,ooo lbs.,
ter, In the handwriting of Alvarez, routes and towns on the
Palace where they were kept for nine at
to
highways
1,000
lbs.,
hall
city
3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c
by Mayor Frederick H.
100 lbs.
the tabulated list of stations, not gniy
from Santa Fe to Taos by way of years, and It was not until 1821, when Krelsmann, who is president of the
to
200
each
lbs.,
lbs!
1,000
lbs.,
on the Old Santa Fe Trail, but the
100
30c
delivery,
per
Rincones and to Taos by way of Rio Mexicoachleved her Independence Centennial association.
to
200
each
Immediately
50
lbs.,
Chihuahua and every 'other public
lbs.,
100
40c
lbs.
delivery,
from
was
per
at all Bafe to following, at 12:30 p. m., a luncheon
Spain that it
Arriba.
Less
highway in New Mexico and the south50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
old Chihuahua Trail from San trade with the people of New Mexico. will be
The
given at Hotel Jefferson by
west, exlsltlng prior to 1840.
In 1824 friendly relations were es the Civic
ta Fe was as follows:
League, and other noted
"The Optic would likeV-tpublish a Los
12
tablished and from that time on trade visitors who
Tanques
may have arrived will
this information, colonel," said the
3 15 increased at a wonderful' rate over be
.luana Lopez
asked to attend.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ira
reporter.
'.. 18 33 this noted highway.
San Felipe
After the luncheon an important aurity and lastinsr dualities of . whir.li h
"All right," he said, "1 will give to
3 36
"There Is much more that I could conference will
Algodones . .'
be held at which the famous. Office:., 701
you exactly as It appears in the book, Bernalillo
Douglas avenue.
6 42 tell you, and if you want any infor
of
discussion will be
principal
topic
together with the distances:
mation
about
the Santa Fe Trail come the "commission" form of
Sandia
municipal
Here they are:
6 52 to me, I have a lot of memoranda
Alameda
government. It is expected that
De Santa Fe a Independencia
12 64 given me by Elias Brevoort, whom I
Albuquerque
talks will be made by mayors of ci3 67 knew In Santa Fe, which is of price
Miles Los Varelas
Towns
j
ties In which the plan already is in
25
16 86 less value and some day, if I have
a Pecos.
Peralta
operation, notable among which are
3 86
23 48
good luck, I Intend to publish a vo Des
San Miguel
Valencia
Moines, Iowa, and Galveston,
6 92
6 54 Tome
lume on the 'Santa Fe Trail' which
Ojo Bernal
Texas, and opponents of the plan also
17 71
9 101 will be decidedly Interesting, as it
Las Vegas
Casa Colorada
will speak. The advisability of fur
WHOLESALE GROCERS
17 88
Rio Sapello
'.. 15 lf6 will deal with many features ' not ther formal conferences is under con
Joya de la Cebolleta ,
17 133 heretofore exploited in the press, and
..." 4 92 Sabino
Rio Mora
sideration by the officers of the
SmIi ind
22 114 Parida
3 136 much of which I obtained from old
Santa Clara
league. It Is probable that at least
21
timers
135
142
in
Fe.
6
Santa
The first stage one more,
Ocate
Bosque de Luis Lopez
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
Tuesday afternoon, on sub
6 141 Valverde
Rio Colorado
.15 157 coach from the states that ever en- jects to be selected, will be arranged
kinds of Native Products.
All
20 161 Contadera
. 6 163 tered the old plaza at Santa Fe eame An invitation
Cerrltos del Aire
and souvenir of
Grain
to,
Sacks, Hay Presses.
19 180 Fray Cristobal
14 177 in 1849; the fare from Independence
Rock Creek
the Veiled Prophet ball will be pres
Wholesalers
of Drugs and Parent Medicines.
8 188 San Diego
78 255 was $250.00 gold; these stages were
Round Mound
ented to each mayor who accepts an
Fuse and Caps.
Explosives,
High
8
196 Roblerito
12 267 guarded by an escort of eight men
Rabbit Creek
Invitation to attend the Centennial
1
3 270 who, in addition to
20 216 Robledo
the 'Hawkins' celebration.
McKees Creek
1
The ball, Tuesday even
in
rifles, also carried two revolvers each, ing, will be held this
for
Headquarters
Territory
In the beauthat style of weapon coming Into use tiful new Coliseum. year
Instead of the
probably five years earlier. The stage Merchants'
Exchange, permitting a
line when first established only ran
larger and more comfortable attend
once a month. When we travel from ance
than ever heretofore.
Kansas City on the California LimThe Business Men's League, the
The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the neck, ited, reaching Albuquerque In 25 chief organization of business men in
ores and ulcers oa the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak hours, one has some Idea what has
St. Louis and one of the strongest
yes, and general poor health. The inherited poison, transmitted through happened in the improvements of the
bodies of its kind in the United States,
the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and in place of its nutritive
.
qualities fills the circulation with scrofulous matter, which saps the vitality transportation problem in the last will be host Wednesday evening at
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous taint, sixty, years. Dr. David Waldo, an
have spent their childhood in constant physical suffering, and grown to uncle of Judge H. L. Waldo, of this the Coliseum at what will be known
as the "American Mayors' banquet,"
manhood or womanhood handicapped by ill health and stunted growth,
and perhaps later some disease of the bones or joints developed. S. S. S., city, traded over the old Trail before at wMch the visiting mayors and their
given in their early life, would have prevented this. It would have 1830, and in examining an old diary wives and other
prominent guests to
cleansed and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened kept by him, I was able to check
up the number ofi
their systems, and assisted each to grow into strong, healthful manhood
2,200 are expected to
r womanhood. .S. 8. S. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goes the stations and places named in the be present. Many other elaborate
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses the circulation of all book belonging, to Don Manuel Alvaof a public nature and free to
crofulous matter.
It supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength rez and without a single exception events
all will fill out the week.
and health-buildin- g
qualities, and under the purifying effects of this great they are correct."
remedy all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. S. S. S. contains no minerals
The Centennial association has sett W' to m m m
In any form, and is an absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
cured reduced railroad rates from viror persons of any. age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice
last
the
to
underUsually
person
tree.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
tually all parts of the United States,
stand a woman is herself.
including the Pacific coast, for Cen141
tennial Week.
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Why?
From a small beginning the sale and
Remedy
has extended to all parts of the United Stites and many foreign countries. RVhy? Because it has proved
especially valuable for coueha and
colds. For sale by all dealers
use of Chamberlain's Cough
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LOCAL NEWS

Court Clerk ' Secundlno Romero
came home from tne ymon county
..EDITOR court at Clayton yesterday afternoon.
i

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER '13, 1031

Instance the animal took offense at
attempts made to urge it to. go ahead,
evidencing its disapproval by elevating its hind feet above the dashboard,
rearing and plunging and finally by
laying down. The occupants of this
rig narrowly escaped being seriously
injured ty the horse's vicious antics.

gave their names as Gregorio Luce-- u,
Cristoval Garcia, Juan Lucero, els'
cencio Martinez, Abestlco Gonzales
Those who
and Antonio Gonzales.
make the night hideous in this and;
other parts of the city will hereafter
be promptly' arrested by the police and
"'
'
,

Jalled.1

Edwin Z. Condlt, a former Las Vegas
young man, who was musically Inclined, died recently in Park Avenue
hospital in Denver. Of late' years he
had resided in La Junta. The body
was taken to the old home in Centra-Ha- ,
111., for interment, accompanied by
the father of the deceased, who has-tened to Denver tipon'learning of the
alarming illness of his son.
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EXQUISITE CREATIONS
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Gorham Silver

It

Optician.;?''
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19.
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looking
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Room or Residence?

Chicago Provisions Market
Chicago, Sept. 13 Wheat
Sept
103
corn Sept
Dec. 98
oats Sept 39
67; Dec: 60
Dec. 39
2385; Jan.
Sept.
pork
'
1800. Lard Sept 1195;
Oct 1200.
ribs Sept. 1172
Oct. 1157
7--

4

3--

3--

2

Chicago Live Stock
Chicago,
Sept. 13. Cattle 24,000
steady to 10 higher; beeves $4.25
8.35; Texas steers $4.205.40; west
ern steers ,J4.156.50; stackers and
teeders $3,105.00; cows and heifers
$2.305.35; calves 6.759.00.
five higher;
Hogs 24,000;
light

f

There are, two ways of finding
a suitable place. One is to spend
4- a lot of time and car fare hunting
f all over town for it The other
and by far the easiest way is to
f have the room or residence
f "come to you" a Want Ad in
.The Optic will do It.

4
:t.

f
-

!
bulk sales $7.808.30; light $7.70
8.10; pigs $5.507.50.
Sheep 8000 steady, muttons $4.25
5.25; lambs $6.257.80; range wethers
$4.005.75; range ewes $3.255.35.

r

.

Metals, Money and Stocks
New York, Sept. 13. Lead easy,
copper dull, standard
good choice heavy1 $7.95S.E5; uplgs 425427
bar silver 51
124012C0;
spot
7.358.30; bulk sales $8.158.40.
2
call
per cent; prime
money
Sheep 30,000 steady, natives $2.80
4
Mexican dollars 43;
paper
i.00; western
$3.205.00; yearlings
78
Atchison 117
$4.605.50; lambs, native $4.507.65; Amalgamated
Southern Pacific
N. Y. Cent. 133
western $4.507.70.
125
Union Pacific ex div. 201
steel pref. 124
Steel 78
Kansas City Live Stock
. Kansas City, Sept. 13. Cattle 21,000
including 2000 southerns, steady ' to
Mrs. MolHe F. Schmidt has changed )
10 higher;
native steers $5.008.00; her plaae of residence from 614
southern steers $3.254.75; southern Columbia avenue to Hotel La Pencows $2.504.00; native cows, heifers sion, and her son, Justus Schmidt, to
$2.205.50; stackers and feeders $2.80 812 Seventh street. o.50; bulls $2.604.00; calves $3.75
steers $3.906.50;
7.75; . western
Rafael Sanchez visits town today
western cows $2.604.40.
from Anton Chlco; Adolfo Baca from
Hogs 6000, strong to 5 higher, the vicinity of Roy, Mora county.

58.47

mixed

$7.908.55;
heavy $7.708.55; rough $7,707.95;

$1.09

J--

3
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7--

3--

3--

3--
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IN TAILORED SUITS

Style touches not present in the ordinary run of suits distinguish our selections.
Fashion's seal of approval is awarded every one of these beautiful garments. Smartly
e
tailored
and three piece suits in which the dominant note is the lengthened
coat, it's long, swagger lines being exceptionally clever and attractive. Slender but
not fully
Suit sxirts are generally pleated or kilted. The influence of
the 'Moyen Age" is strongly evidenced in these new styles. Colorings are many,
dark shades and the deeper pastel shades being largely favored. There are some rich nov
elties offered. Materials vary greatly, including both rough and smooth finished effects.
All in all this is the most samptuous showing of the authoritiative styles in tailored
suits to be seen in this vicinity and the wide price range insures satisfactory selections
to everyone. We have said nothing about the fit
because customers know that on that
DnSpnc 01 f
our
suits
,
fl luGU)(J)lu lU $50.
invariablyfexcel
point

V

m

:

,

--

recenti-purchase-

-

i4 .. V.
While' driving into the city, from
I Pickafd's
China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc. the ' country this morning, "Johnny
discovered
Gilder
and
Van
Roy
Pugh
Take 'advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
a porcupine groveling over the ground
saves
you teo,PER CENT on your purchase,
about three miles out Not having
any weapons at hand with whlctt to
iTTAUPERT, Jeweler! end
dispatch the animal, the butt end of
a buggy whip was brought into requisiE. Las Vega. . N. M.
600 Douglas Avenue.
tion to good effect, ,and then its
rareare
was
cut
throat
Porcupines
ly come across here and at first the
boys, in the buggy may have thought
.MARKET REPORTS.
they had come., i'p"v' an escaping
The
turtle from an 'express train.
Are You
carcass wilf likely be mounted by a
St. Louis Wool
local taxidermist and either be placed
St. Louis, Sept 13. Wool unchang
FOB A
on exhibition or sold for whatever it ed; territory and western mediums
will
bring.
2328; fine mediums 2224; fine 13
j

"

1

If anticipating buying a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
we carry
only the BEST.
Jewelry, remember
' '
v.
...
' '

,

Florenclo Aragon, f thlsclty, was
married to Miss Maria Baca at the
Entered at the Postofflce at East West side Catholic church this morn
Las Vegas, N. M., as send-clas- s
1
ing.,...
matter.
,rE. R. A. Morley. who recently reRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
turned to the city from the northwest,
Dally."
reports having made some land deals
Fer Year by Carrier
17.00 in that section of the country that
Per Month by Carrier
66 netted him handsomely and more simboth
Per Week by Carrier
Miss Grace IvKHne daughter of
20 ilar transactions are In sight,
resident claim'agent ,ior the Sanhere.
the
and
there
Weekly
Fe
ta
One year ... ..
Railway company, w ill give in- ,
..2.00
Blx Months
C. A. Hunker, a brother of the Las structlons on the mandolin in" the
1.00
i
attorney by that name, has lo-- sical department at the Normal
in
WORK FOR POLICE
Carlsbad, N. M., in the prac- - versity the coming year. Miss Cllne
tice of his profession, the law. He is an accomplished musician, having
Saturday night s attack on a de formerly resided at Moberly, Mo., and, studied under some of the recognized (
fenseless woman by a bold thug, with is a graduate of the University of instructors in the land during her ;TO EXHUME SUTTON'S BODY
Missouri at Columbia.
FOR PURPOSE OF AUTOPSY
in sight of the city hall, where
loijg residence in Chicago.
located the police, felaSlon, again em
ar- Dr. p, S. Gowen, president or tnei The board of lady managers or tne, Washington, Sept. 13. Final
phasizes the necessity for more ef
Normal university, announces that the Las Vegas hospital announce that a rangementa were completed today for
ficient police protection.
Although the attack on Miss Cora hours of registration in that lnstltu-- 1 rummage sale" for t,he benefit of the the disinterment of the body of Lieut,
Barron was reported to the police tion will be as follows: Seventh and hospital will be held the latter part jame9 n. Sutton, of the Marine corps,
within a few minutes after It happen eighth grades and above, 9 a. m. All of this month, the time and place to,about whose death so much discus-grade- s
below the j seventh, l:30;be announced later. The ladles wish'Bton haa teen had before two courts
ed, it was at least fifteen minutes be
to announce mat anyone naving ar- - or inquiry.
The body will be ex-fore the night officer responded, and o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
will
sale
for
this
suitable
ticies
please jmmed late this afternoon and an au-when he did arrive, valuable time was
lost while he was listening to the deBrother T. J. Dunlap, one of the notify one of the board of managers topsy conducted tonight the purpose
tails of the assault and robbery, se pillars of the Shiloh Baptist church, and the same will be called for. The being to ascertain whether the
derived from the proposed sale ceased's right arm was broken, thus
curing a description of the thug, etc. colored, has severed his connection
"The officer appeared very delib- with Ed French's Arca'de Club saloon, will go into the hospital treasury.
making it impossible for him to have
fired the shot which killed htm".
erate," eo It is said, and .when he did where he was employed in the .capac
.
start to look for the footpad, the trail ity of a porter. He will now have an While filing his corns and bunions
was cold, so1 cold, In fact, that not the eye to his spiritual welfare at some yesterday, Uncle Shelby, the porter at
Captain H. P. Nuse of the Celtic
lightest trace has (thus, far been se- other calling in life.
Hotel La Pension, accidentally spill-- j was regaling a little group of ladles
cured of the guilty party.
ed a vial of carbolic acid on a foot with sea stories.
"
Saturday night's robbery again
There was an unusually heavy frost He at first, between howls, thought; "One trlD." he said, "there was a
proves the Inefficiency of the police last night for this season of the year best to send in a Are alarm, but, oman who botllered the officers and
protection of this city, especially at and a light frost is predicted for to- friends came to his rescue and per-jm- e
to death about wna,ea Her one
Gar- suaded him to grin and bear the pain deB,re waa to Bee a whale. A 'dozen
tight
night by the weather bureau.
It is indeed fortunate for the vic- den vegetables and unprotected house incident to the accident the est hejtlme8 a
day Bhe beB0Ught U8 t0 have
tim of the outrage of Saturday night
plants were nipped by the wholesale could, uncle Shelby is not on duty her called If a whale hove In sight
that it was not more serious.
last night and it will be repeated to today but he is hobbling around town "I said rather impatiently to Jier
night unless precautions are taken on crutches and telling everybody one afternoon:
how It happened.
Julia Montano, a daughter of Dim against It
'"But, madam, why are you so
Pedro Montano, has been 111 for eev
anxious about this whale question?'
eral days with typhoid fever, but is
Two parties who journeyed up Gal- Night Officer E. C Ward rounded
"'Captain,' she answered, 'I want to
reported much better today.
Her Unas canyon yesterday for a day's up a sextette of rowdies on North see a whale blubber. It must be
father returned to her bedside yes outing, were stalled by balky horses. Railroad avenue last night on tHe.very Impressive to see such an
e
terday from a trip to the country, In one instance the stubborn equine
of disturbing the peace. Thls'mous creature cry." Rochester Her-was a family nag, and in the other mornlng all were fined $5 and cobk aid.
starting a big drove of sheep
by him, to Union county, It was a livery horse from a Na- by Police Judge Murray, which they
where they will be held.
tional avenue stable.
In the latter paid and were discharged.
They
Everybody reads The Optic.
unl-cate- d
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THE NEW IN SEPARATE C0A1S

A different and surpassing exhibit of these garments for which a great vogue is
certain this season. More trig than in recent seasons,, fitting the form just snugly,
to
enough to bring out the lines of the figure. In varying lengths from
full length. Many novel Moyen Age adaptation are included, evidenced in the extended waist line and the effective use of hip trimmings. To see separate coat styles
at their best come and view this unrivaled showing. The prices are equally as attrac-tiv- e
Prices, $10. to $35.
as thejgarments themselves. ....
-

three-quart-

NEW DRESSES OF UNMATCHED

i

er

dresses
The vogue of Ae separate coat has led to a widened favor for
and this Season's style1 we show are of surpassing beauty. The salient features of the
the Moyen Age lines are cleverly brought out in this styles. Trimming effects present
an almost cnuiess vbiicij. xuu u.uuu ucic a wmc ittngc
to choose from at particularly pleasing prices. Don't
Prices, $10. to $35.
fail to see them
e
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SEPARATE SKIRTS GFGCORRECT STYLE

J

Our showing includes the new tailored walking skirts and the dressier models for
Fall and present a wide variety to choose from. Yoke models in the accepted types,
for these have the long mediaeval waists line of the Moyen Age fashions. Pleats arc
of these correct skirts and there are many effects of
present on the lower portionscolors
and trimmings are many and our present skirt
smart draping. Materials,
'
showing is one that we have never seen equaled in this vicinity.
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STYLES FOR FALL

NOVEL WAISTS
'-

1

-'

I
r

e
suit, is this
The separate waist, because of the vogue of the tailored
The
to
ones
new
wardrobe.
styles trend toward
Season an indispensable adjunct
simple eftects in style and cut, the most noticeable changes being in the sleeves and
all the'leading staple and novelty shades and will
trimmings. Our showing includes
commend itself to all women of fashion in every detail of style, quality and price.
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couipanied a far as Raton on the
Carpet Deparlment
trip by her sister, Mrs. Chas. Gallag
4k
her of Cimarron.
de-l
ot
the
Mrs. H. M. Babbitt, wile
.methods during the
pot policeman, has returned from
HOc tor 11 85 Bath Rusre, 18x30 inches.
O
where ahe had been the
Grass
4Hclor 65J "Crex", yard-wid- e
huany years of our
Mrs. George Gagle for the
of
guest
O
Twine Matting.
dealings have proven
i
CAPITAL PAIS IN
past tare weeks.
for the 50c "Hodges," yard-wid- e
35c
;the wisdom of tradMrs. T. J. Raywood returned home
Fiber
Matting.
CfOO.CQO.OO
ing with us. "While
Saturday evening from a visit to re- $8.35 for the 110.80 all wool Art- busifor
a
vicinO
and
forking
latives in Louisville, Ky
Squares, not fringed, 9x12 feet.
'v'' 0, T. HOSKINS,
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President."
ness we have been
ity. She wag accompanied on the 8O0 for the 11.00 Inlaid Lenoleum.
Vice
FRANK
President.
F. B. JANUARY, AnL Cashier.
SPRINGER,
trip by her sister, Mrs. Parker Wells,
sorting for a repuLinoleum.
65o
Printed
the
for
48c
Tuhusband
at
who has Joined her
tation; we have gainO:
for
3Gc for 60o yard Plank
A ' '
ciimcarV
ed it and ,it will be
borders.
v
Mrs.. Chas. Behringer of this city,
upheld. Every, deal
.
la
the guest of Mrs. C E. Michaels in
Onlyat j'
satisfawith us is a
'
U
WATCH YOUR PENNIES INTO DOLLARS GROW.
over
to
Fe
Santa
going
indefinitely,
.
THE ROSENTHAL
ctory deal we guathe Capital city Saturday night
rantee that.
There's notrick about it at all, it's simply matter of
Mrs. George ' Selover left for
$0.50 for the t9.fi 0 "Steinfeld" Callap'
H6od."x
eible
and;
O
Sunday morning, having
BANKING AND ARITHMETIC AT THrs
.WINTERS DRUG CO.
12.5Q
been summoned to the bedside of her $8.95 for the
"Heywood"
SAVINGS BANK.
JGc-Car-ts
Callapsible,
aged father, James E. Whitmore, who
3
Main
Telephone
inch rubber tires. Hoods and
is thought to be fatally ill
When you open an account with ns you. cant help Keeping it
O
an
attache
of
the
for
the
$14.60
Allee,
. BRIDGE STREET
"Favorite"Callap- George
from growing bigger. Interest Keeps on piling up both day
$9.48
lol and behold! yon wake up some day to find
n
and
with
and
on
a
visit
has
sible.
Stearns
we
gone
night
grocery,
and
deliver
Telephone
'
.
yourself rich
.
Hood.
t
ing trip to points in Missouri and
Iowa, whither he had been preceded
Only at
PERSONALS
O
by his wife.
THE ROSENTHAL
Mrs. W. L. Crockett who had been
OFFICE WITH
,'v
L. .E. Curtwright arrived in town
her parents, Captain and Mrs. $10.93 for the Big tl5.00 Steel Beds,
vilsting
NoLtionoLl
from La Junta yesterday.
W. Garrard, for several weeks,
with 2 inch continuos
tubing,
Chief Justice W. J. Mills returned took her departure for her home in
Vernis Martin.
Strom the Clayton :ourt Saturday e ve- Kl
Paso, Texas, Saturday evening.
,
Only at
iling, also Attorneys O. A. Larrazolo
Ed Gehring left here Saturday night
Lucas.
.,
W.
J.
and
on a trip which will include Denver,
HARBOR
PEARY AT BATTLE
J. T Eowyer is at th Eldorado ho Salt Lake City, Portland, Seattle and
tel from Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. other points In the northwest
Miss Irene Archibald left for Den.
(Continued From Page 1.)
U Waggoner from Chillicothe, 111.
Opposite Y. M. C A.
Ld. C.
Snyder is a't tne New Optic ver yesterday afternoon to resume
details ot Peary's journey to
from Harrisburg, Pa.! Jas. E. Doorak, her studies at Loretto Heights aca spent four months of it living out of lowing
the north pole were gleaned from a
Jrom Chicago; . E. G. Henkins from demy.
doors on the headwaters of the Gal- - member of the expedition:'
A. C. Prohert, the Taos banker, ar linas. Mr. and Mrs. Garrett visit Las
f
"The only men to reach the pole
rived in the city yesterday and re Vegas occasionally and already have
on Mound.
named
one
Eskimo
and
were Peary
Will
Attorney Chas A. Spless returned gistered at Hotel La Pension.
become greatly attacnea to tne soutn- Wan. The other white mem
Eglng
Alice
Miss
of
Tucumcarl
south
from the
Chapman
west.
yesterday. .
,
bers of the party, which left Cape
M.
Howell Givens has joined Mrs. Glv- is visiting friends In this city.- T. R. Casey, a former saloon man Columbia, were eent back one by one
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Taylor, who had
ens here from Denver, In which city
here, arrived in the city from Tulsa, as Peary drew nearer to his objective
he has already amassed a comneten visited the latter's sister in this city, Oklahoma Saturday evening and repoint' Matthew Hanson, his negro
y for life In the real estate business have returned to their home in Raton. sumed his trip to Los Angeles, Cal.,
body servant, left last March for the
i ilfchard Borlsch has arrived
here
Pete Knauer, who has been a faith yesterday afternoon.
ATTACK
south pole.
Cleaning
JjNWOMAN
lrom the Los Tanos ranch, probably ful employe on the La Cueva ranch
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Danziger, who
and George Bourap
Bartlett
Capt
to be again employed In the cuisine for many years, seldom eoming to had been absent In St Louis for
started for Cape Columbia February
(Continued from Page 1)
Clothes Cleaned, Dyed
department of "the Harvey house sys. town only on circus days and the fortnight, returned home on the flyer 27, Peary leaving March,! with seven
Fourth of July, spent the Sabbath yesterday morning.
tern at some point down the line.
white men, seventeen Eskimos and ilar outrages which were of almost
Dr. J.'M. Cunningham, the member here, though not answering in person
Miss Mary A. Lamb, a member of 136 dogs. Peary, overtaking Bartlett,
nightly occurrence In Las Vegas early
of the territorial board of equallza- - the summons of the church bells.
the faculty ot the Normal university, was forced to wait until March 11 on
last spring, when a purse snatcher
Mrs. P. M. Terzenbach and family
tlon from this neck o' the woods, Is
being a teacher in, the fourth grade, account of open water. Els first ob
nave
sections of tne
Made as good as new. Four
gone, to Colorado Springs from returned to the
In Santa Fe today to attend a meet
city last evening from servation of the sun was on March 5 operated in various
to
reside
this
permanently.
city
years experience in Paris,
Missouri on the eve of the opening of when the explorer was at the 84th I
" .
ing of this body.
Miss S. Davidson of Denver Is the school.
This
weeks.
V Ell Green and family, who had been
TJvT
Beerat
rpt,
T,ro tinrrnwA.1 tending
N. t
i letting his parents In this city, took guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chas Greenclay
Judge H. L. Waldo and CoL R. E. down to Pearv. Bartlett' Hanson and thief was never captured, although a
Phone Main 221
Street.
Bridge
L train for their home In Trinidad for a few days. They will be at home Twltchell went across the Glorletas
Bartlett diligent search was maae for him at
Eskimos and sixty dogs.
to their menas, Tuesday evening, yesterday to Santa Fe on matters beesterday afternoon.
took the observations from the 88th the time and traps laid to catch him.
Miss, Marie Dunn of Gascon depart- - September 14.
fore the district court and the terri parallel and returned, Peary, Hanson However, the robbery of Miss Barron
a yesterday lor juioeny, mo., in H. R. Milton bas left the city for torial board of equalization.
and three Eskimos making the final on Saturday night was the most Im
which city she will enter a school for Denver.
District Attorney and Mrs. Chas W. dash for the pole." The pole was portant bo far as money and valuables
C. D. Boucher, grand high priest of G. Ward went over the way to Santa
.young ladles.
reached on .April 6. Peary remained secured by. the footpad are concerned.
Almost Killed In Wreck
Margarito Romero left yesterday for the Masonic ledge, has gone oyer to re today: likewise Attorneys W. 0, there thirty-fou- r
hours depositing
Barron seems to have bad
Miss
hoistSt Joseph, Mo., where he will pur- Santa Fe on lodge matters.
and
Haydon and A. T. Rogers, Jr.observations
records, taking
Hal Raynolds, cashier of the First
Marsince she left Eao Claire
luck
Miss
chase fall and winter goods for the
bad
TT.
and
he
sister,
S. flag.
Returning,
Henry Shaw
in? the
National bank, will leave tomorrow orie Shaw, departed yesterday after reached the Roosevelt on April 27.
Romero Mercantile company.
for Las Vegas. The first of last week
while on a Burlington train between
Miss Jane Greenlee, the Normal for Santa Fe, where he goes to at noon for school, the fornier to attend
teacher, returned to the city from tend the annual meeting of the New Rose Polytechnic college in Terre What Shall We Have For Dessertf Omaha and Kansas City, the train
Mexico Bankers' association, whief riaute, Ind.; the latter, Bethany col
Try JELL-O- , the dainty," appetizing, was wrecked and the Pullman iq
Emporia, Kansas Saturday night.
economical
dessert Ca !?e prepared. which she
Miss Annie Laurie has arrived from meets in the capital on Wednesday lege in Topeka.
(
wrt tM falls
Mr. Raynolds is secEllzabethtown to attend the Normal and Thursday.
Albert Hammond is a visitor to InBtantly simply add boiling Vatef and iumblcS lsti the ditcS alongside
and serve when cool. Flavored Just the track, being buried in several feet
university this winter. She was ac retary of this association, which last town from his
ranch.
If the owner can get hs
While in
year met in Las Vegas.
Miss Minnie M. Thompson of Wag right; sweetened Just right; perfect of water. Miss Barron and the other
price. Sometimes owners
the second oldest he will visit his on Mound and Mrs. Blanche Walters in every way. A 10c package makes passengers In the car narrowly esare
forced to sell. You'll
a.
large family. caped death. Fortunately
brother, James Wallace Raynolds", of La Grange, Ind., were guests at enough dessert, for
she was
careful of your superintendent of the New Mexico the Castaneda yesterday. '
All grocers sell It. Don't accept sub- not hurt
find
good buying and sell-- ,
beyond a severe shaking np
'
compiles with all and minor cuts and bruises. But with
hands!
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cassldy, of stitutes. JELL-penitentiary.
ing opportunities in the
Miss Lillian Blood, a cousin of Post- Cleveland, Mora county, departed yes Pure Food Laws. 7 flavors :r Lemon, all her
since
Yellow soaps will
exciting experiences
master F. O. Blood, passed through terday for Philadelphia, No. 2527, Orange, Raspberry, Strawberry, Choc leaving home, Miss Barron Is unmake them red and' the city Sunday afternoon,
Peach.
enroute East Madison street, accompanied by olate, Cherry,
daunted and says she is already, in
coarse and hard; a source from Topeka to her home in Los An- Daniel Boyce, a nephew of Mr. Caslove with the west and its people.
LARGE PURCHASES OF
of neverrending annoy- geles.
sldy, the latter being destined to IreMESA LAND REPORTED
Miss Ellen F. Daniels, a teacher in land.
...
A Sprained Ankle
ance and humiliation.
univer
Normal
at
the
the first grade
ankle
As
S. Kimpert and Theodore Fertig
treated a
C.
usually
Ivory Soap adds to sity, returned from her vacation trip are guests at the Castaneua from St. It Is approximated by those In a po will disable the Injuredsprained
person for a
their beauty; keeps them east Saturday evening and was Louis.
sition to know that at least a thou month or more, but by applying ChamLiniment and observing the
soft and sweet and promptly on hand at the opening of E. P. Ferguson is In town from Cin sand acres of land were' either pur- berlain's
directions with each bottle faithfully,
or
for
contracted
chased outright
by a cure may, in most cases, be effected
'
this ipstitution of learning this morn- cinnati today.
.
dainty.
'
Elarket
members of the three parties of home- - in less than one week's time. This
ing.
R.
is
this
down
H.
,
way
And so, we offer this
Lathrop
a most remarkable prepaMrs. Katherine Smith, widow of the trom Denver today.
i
v seekers who arrived here by special liniment is
ration; try It for a sprain or a bruise,
suggestion: Use Ivory late J. R. Smith, of Las Vegasv. roller Attorney A. A. Jones has returned train last Thursday afternoon. This or
when laid up with chronic or mus
(
Soap for even so com- mills, departed for Los Angeles on to the city sooner than was expected means more permanent residents and cular rheumatism, and you are certain Best K. C. Meats, Native Beef.
to be delighted with the prompt relief
monplace a purpose as. the California limited yesterday morn and the Rogers condemnation case practical farmers on mesa lands east which
Fres'r Fish, Chickens,
it affords. For Bale by all deal
of the city.
one
now
ing.
soon
will
be
concluded
dishes.
way
It pays.
washing
ers.
.' .
,
Gaylor-Klefe- r
The
company's
Realty
of
editor
T.
J.
g
Smoked Meat.
Garrett, managing
or the other, permitting
private excursion car, MIshawaka,
the Des Moines, HIa.,) Register and a
to go ahead.
The
want.
is
If
AMADO
there
you
anything
HIDALGO, Cutter
left for the east Saturday night with
newspaper man of wide reputation, is
Domingo Hays Is a business visitor
can get it for yon. If it's some
Phone Main 450
No. Optic
to
attached
its
occupants,
being
mountains
some
in
the
time
to town 'today from Apache springs.
spending
thing you don't want, .The Optic can
Meat
passenger train. The United Land sell it for you.
of New Mexico, together with his
C. A. Miller, who is associated with
Cent.
wife. Mr. Garrett secured a yearns J. L. Zimmerman in civil engineering, company's car, Lola, went Out on No.
20
leave of absence and has already went up to Watrous this afternoon, 10 Sunday afternoon. The party
near which place he has a job of pur- brought out by W. B. Martin, jr., is
still scattered to the four winds viewveying in hand.
door of
Miss Hixie Akin departed yesterday ing cheap lands at the very
a good market.
for St. Charles, Mo.
:
Waldo Twltchell, the promising son
Road
To
The
Success
each
or
more
20c per hundred
lbs
2,000
Col.
delivery
R. E. Twltchell, departed this
of
but none so
v vv v
r i- .v
"
"
to
lbs.
30c
1,000
2,000
afternoon for Ann Arbor to resume has many asobstructions,
poor health. Success todesperate
"
"
200
lbs.
to
40c
.
1,000
his studies at the university there.
day demands health, but Electric Bit
50 to 200 lbs. "
50c
Will Tipton, tlie brlslit young son ters is the greatest health builder the
'
"
Less than 50 lbs. "
75c
ot Dr. and Mrs. W. R Tipton, ha3 re- world has ever known. It compels
liver, kidturned to the Notre Daiuo university perfect action of stomach,
. .
a
.
neys, bowels, purifies and enriches
CO.. - McGviire & Webb
for another year's study.
the blood, and tones and invigorates
Main 227
Phone
Patricio Sena, manager of El Pala- the whole system. Vigorous body and
can't
use.
Tou
follow
brain
keen
their
clo store, returned yesterday after?
to slight Electric Bitters If
noon f from i short business trip to afford run
down or sickly. Only 50c.
weak,
the south.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Mrs. Patrick O'Dowd J formerly Miss
Jessie McSchooler has gone to Salida,
Drink MacBeth mineral water while
'
:
';
to
head
the
Join
with
the
Colo.,
the
baby,
and
city water is bad an regain your
Thursday
Tues., Wed.,
of the house, who" is employed as a health. Telephone purple BS62.
14, 15,16th brakeman on the D. & R. G. out of
We are cow maiing the finest beer in tlia
Boost
.
413 Tenth
that city. ,
A good piano for
hone mdastry" and telephone yonr orders to ns for either
Miss Stella Bernard left for Santa street
3 or
Rosa on the stage this morning on a
bottle beer.
!
L.visit to friends and relatives in that
a widow: is
' '
During the court'
PHONES MAIN67, 61 and 32,
S3 012iDouffla8 Avenue.
fitherwlse.
Place
and
a
bachelor
wise
and
.
,
vicinity.
j
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SPECIALS

.

an MipelNa tional
of tasveg'as

0
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0
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0
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0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
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0
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Chtr.

0
0

0

Oil-clot-

0

;

o
o

0
o
0
0
0

ri

Go-par- ts

one-motio- n

Go-Ca- rt

one-motio-

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

0
0

ClP

'

.

Las Vegas Savings Bank

0
0
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.

.

Bank.

Sa.n Miguel

"Jm afraid to go home m
the Dark,"

be the Stunt for tomorrow night

at R.osentho.1 Hall.

-

W.CAIN.

Tailor

and
Repaired.

ni

--

LEFTEN.

M

Real
Estate

-

j;

'

.

Is Always
for oalc

'J

.
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Optic
Want Ad

:

.

"

.

Columns
Star Heat

.

--

,)

.

bridge-buildin-

Ivory Soap
99to Per

Star

Pure

Market

HYGEIA ICE
THE.;
MADE FROM PURE

First
Showing of

DISTILLED WATER

PRICES

.

Fall and
rVi$H&s TOT'
w mxer

"

'

CRYSTAL ICE

.

--

,rvM Millinery

A. II. Helngruebor Brewing:
of
Vclas.
'

'

--

September

VI- -

1

.

o.

Ls

t

,

'
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Second game
It. H. E.
Philadelphia ....000 000 OfO 0 4 1
4 ,1
Boston
..,.000 000 lurt
Kraui and Thomas; Wood ami

7 ANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

-

in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least,

V

Illustrated Settlement

f

'

f

f

B.

,

...

:.

......

MAIN 2

WANTED Good girl- - for
housework. R. A, Morley,

Payment

LU,e.

-

Reserve

.........

ItOBISON, President
IT,

g.

American Association
At Indianapolis First game: Indian
apolis 7; Columbus a. Second game:
Indianapolis 7; Columbus 2.
At Louisville Louisville 0; Toledo

THE BANKERS RESERVELIFE CO.
'

Omaha, Nebr.
. Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
on my life as a paid up policy with loan privilege. ' I desire to
state that the settlement on this policy exceeds my Expectation,
the surplus being in excess of estimate
given when policy was
.
written.
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessment I have.
Joseph H. Engelka. :
;

,

f

-

.

THE SURPLUS

general
1023 7.

"

2...
Paul 1.
At Kansas
Minneapolis

"

f

'

Pioneer Building

U

New Mexico

Las Vegas, N. M.

Barngrover and Lewis; Ashley and
'
t
Kerns.
WANTED To trade a good pony for
First game
R. H. E.
a milch cow. McCulloh, 119 10th st,
HOW THEY STAND
x
161 100 10
Omaha .....
5
4
1
Tel. Main 242.
Wichita
000 100 0001 4 1
National League
Hollenbeck and Gonding; shackle- Won.Lost.Pct. foard and Jokerst.
,
94 36 .723
Pittsburg
Second game
R. H. E.
;
41 .687
,90
Chicago
FOR RENl Stelsway
021 000 0205
Omaha
j.'....
8 3
piano: 508
New York .
'
'Main avenue.. .
,.76 49 .608 Wichita
,
200 120 0106
7 1
Cincinnati
..65 64 .504
Keeley and Cadman; Shackleford
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping Philadelphia
,.63 69 .477
St. Louis
.... . . . 47 82 .364 and Jokerst.
rooms. 414 Seventh street
MBMMM
46 83 .357
MMM WMMHH MM MM M
Brooklyn
SATURDAY'S GAMES
FOR RENT Store toom. No. - 618 Boston
92 ,276
.,............'....35
'Sixth
street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
r
National League
American League
,
Score
;
FOR RENT Suite furnished house, ,
R. H. E.
Won.Lost.Pct.
000
10
2 . 3 2
Pittsburg
...i...l00
keeping rooms, electric light, bath. Detroit
46
.654
...87
000 001 0001
Cincinnati
608 Main avenue.
7 4
50
.619
.81
Philadelphia
Maddox
and
Gibson;
Spade and
77 56 .579
Boston
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern
Roth.
.600
68
Cleveland
,.68
, conveniences. Peter Murphy,
910
Score
R. H. E.
.06 67' .496
' Chicago
,.. Fourth atreet
302 100 13
10 .15 1
New York ..............60; 70 .462 Chicago . '.
Louis
300
01
St.
4 13 2
000
.
.427
75
Louis
,.66
FOR BENT Nicely furnished room la St
Brown
and
97
.260
.34
Higginbotham,
Archer;
Washington
,
private family with no chOdrca.
Bachman, HIggins and Phelps.
Modem conveniences Including bath,
First game
Western League .
R. H. E.
electric light and furnace heat Gen- - Won.LostPct. Boston
010 000 02
3 5 0
tleman preferred. Inquire Optic of- '
:
Sioux City
..84 50 .627 Philadelphia ....100 001 0002 10 1
flee. '
Brown and Graham; McQulllen and
81 50 .611
Des Moines ......!
.'..73 59 .653 Doom.
;.'
Omaha
64 64 .500
Second game
Topeka
R. H. E
FOR SALEl-Corr- ect
fall and winter Denver
.....60 72 .455 Boston
..000 000 0011 4
62 71 .466 Philadelphia
trimmed hats, shapes, trimmings, Wichita
000 000 0000
4 !
80 .394
.52
etc.
Lincoln
Reasonable
Mrs.
frames,
Curtis and sWw; Moren and Dooin.
,...A
prices.
51 61 .386
Pueblo
H. Forbes, 509 6th street ;
First game
R. H. E
New York
040 000 00
i 8' i
SevFOR SALE My residence, 1011,
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
nnn nnft nnn n 9
Rrnnklvn
enth street 7 rooms, hot water Score
'Mathewson and Myers, Wilson; Ku- R, H. E.
heated, best block and on best
000 100 2014 9 1 etzer and Marshall.
Pittsburg.
street in city. Also some house- St. Louis
...003 00 0003 12 3 Second game
R. H. E
hold furniture. Call at residence
Lei field and Gibson; Lush New York
Camnitz,
.....000 001 000 1 9
in afternoons. W. M. Lewis.
and Bresnahan.;'
Brooklyn ......102 001 30310 11
Score
R. H. E.
Raymond, Marquard, Crandall and
FOR SALE A first class piano, hav030 200 5 11 0 Schlei; Dent and Marshall.
ing had the best of care will be sold Chicago ..........000
000 000 000 0 10 1
to right party at a bargain. In- .Cincinnati
Overall and Archer; Ewlng, Rowan
American League
quire at 725 Eighth street
.
and Roth.
Score
,
R. H.
000 110 41
Score
FOR SALE At a reasonable price,
7 13
R. H. E. Detroit
82 head of cattle in excellent condi- Chicago
010 000 0001 5 0 Cleveland .......010 000 0001 3
000 000 0000 3 0
tion. Call on or address J. D. Cleveland
Summers and Stanage; Falkenberg,
'
KavanaugV So. Pacific St Las VeSmith and Sullivan; Ottis, Upp and Joss and. Clarke.
v"..-V " Easterly.
gasFirst game
R. H. E.
'First' game
R. H. E. Washington ...'.000 000 0000 1 2
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving St. Louis
000 200 0103 6 3
300 000 011
5 9 2 New York
and saddle horse, also two seated Detroit
050 23011 16 3
Groom, Reisling and Street, Hary';
buggy and harness. Price right P. O.
Pejty, Graham, Howell and Criger; Brockett and Sweeney.
P. O. Box 38.
Willett and Schmidt.
Second game
R. H. E.
,
Second game
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all Se
R. h, e. Washington ....000 000 100 i 6 5
,.000 001 0012 6
scrlptlon. Notary seals and record St. Louis .......201 001 0004 6 2 New York
,
at the Optic office.
Detroit
....OlO 010 2004 8 2 Reisling and street; Lake and Kle- Waddeil, and Stephens; Donovan inow.
OLD newspapers for sale at The Of and
Stan age.
First game .
R. H.
tic office, 10 cents a bundle.
Western League
.000 001 0001 g
Chicago
'i
.,
First game
R. H. E. St. Louis
001 100 00
2
2
000 741 00
Sioux City
12 14 0
Walsh, White and Payne; Bailey
600 412 00110 13 2 and Criger.
Denver
's
tan, striped jacket,
Wilson, Johnson and Sbea; Hall,
Second game
R. h. E.
silk lined, , large fancy , buttons. Bohannon and Haley.
010 000 0001 10 0
Chicago
Second game
R. H. E. St. Louis
Somewhere between Continental oil
101 001 00
3
8
0
031 101 23
11 15 0
Sutor and Sullivan; Powell and Stetanks and asylum. Reward for re- Sioux City
8
.1)00 510 200
Denver
turn to Optic office, i
9"l phens.
. Clarke, Alderman and
First game-- hea; DurR.'H. E.
If there Is anything you want, The ham and Haas.
Philadelphia ....000 00-- 00 1 4 1
R. II. E. Boston .,
Score
:.,000 000 000 0 5 1
Optic can get it for you. If it's some-thin15 19 5
Plank and "Livingston; Clcotte and
you don't want The Optic can Des Moines ....102 601 14
S btf
3 Carrigan.
010 201 031
sell it for you.
Topeka

..........
.....,.,...,
.........

tmmm mmm
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BASEBALL

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

enw Post

SEe
'

JSPeeWyEfiilion.,
re)
p
))

ttt

,
(Contributed)
. t
.
,.
ojei)ue tue tcreaieuing weatner, a
good sized audience beard the debate
last night at the Presbyterian Youag
People's Society, on the subject, "Resolved, That the use of cigarettes
among boys is more detrimental than
'
the use of liquor among boys."
The subject is a live one and is
handled in good form by the debaters,
who brought ' out some arguments
worthy of real thought by any one
who is supposed to think.
The decision was a close one, as the
participants were evenly matched,
and both sides brought Out points, and
brought them out in such a way as
to give the judges opportunity for a
second debate among themselves as
to who were the victors. It was decided, however. In favor of the affirmative, who seemed to have a little advantage in the presentation of their
arguments. Thus, according to the
arguments brought out, cigarettes are
more harmful.
,
One thing is very certain from the
points brought out and that is the victories or the glories or anything else
worth having are not had by the
cigarette smoking or liquor using boy.
The topic next Sunday evening is
"Vanity Fair," taken from Pilgrim's
Progress. It's lessons are legion, and
will be a host to those who come for
information. There is something in
group gatherings that cannot be had
by just reading over what is there
talked about. There is an Inspiration
and help that cannot be obtained in
any other way, thus the reason for
such gatherings on Sunday evenings
y

BASEBAI1SC0RES

For Rent

'

)

f ft f

Arizona
JEast

3.

THE

:

Kansas

City

And Yoi Will Always Have

'

YOUNG PEOPLE'S NOTES

.

H. C. Kelley, Manager
and

Call

'

'

7;

.

EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE

-

Milwaukee

T

BOSS PA

;

...

.

At Milwaukee

For Rates and Information Write

'
WANTED Position as housekeeper
. by honest woman near Las Vegas.
not too far in country. Address T. C.
B., 607 S. 2nd street, Albuquerque,
.

v

.'.

Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.

-

.WANTED A good plain cook.
at 1029 Seventh street.

;

50 Cents Per

'

Help VJzntcd, Etc.

N. M.

IT.

Omaha, Nebraska,

They are certain money get- ters. They bring quick and "
satisfactory returns. Advertis- era say so the checking sheet
proves it. Try one today and
he convinced. '
TELEPHONE

Western League
Score
R, II. E.
013 013 11
Omaha
10 12 1
000 020 000
Wichita
2 6 4
Patten and Gonding; Hassler and
Jokerst.
Score
R. M. E.
Denver
v. 000 000 100 l' 7 2
Sioux City .....000 100 11
3 6 2
Adam8 and Haas; Chabeck and
Shea.
First game
R. H. E.
023 000 00
Lincoln
5
6 1
Pueblo
...000 000 0000 6 "4
Jones and Sullivan; Galgano, Locke
end Weigart
Second game
,R. H.'E.
04ft. 1100v
Lincoln
6 10 2
000' 000 000 0 4 3
Pueblo
Farthing and Nunnemaker; - Swift
and Weigart.
' R. H. E.
Score
010
00
Des Moines
5 11 ,6
220
000 010 0023 13 3
Topeka
Bens and Lewis; Wright and Kerns.

Life Company

Optic
Want. Ads
f

JO

5fte Bankers

la what every advertiser wanta
for his money. He gets it from

Y!

ii

20 Cents Per Una By Week
Line By flcntn.

Quick Action

Donahue.

THE OPTIC

DVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Ceafs a Line

TO-DA-

USI

1

TOURNAMENT

, AT THE EL PASO FAIR

Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
of Reading Matter Ever Published

Every week an intelligent, satisfying news summary.
Good stories and sketches.
New ideas and good on all sorts
'
'of farming subjects.
How to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
"
farming.
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of subjects
- for rural communities."

.

'

nj

The fashions for women will receive generous attention from
special writers who know.
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
Subjects, our forests in exis,t-enc- e
and yet to be, and a mass
of other matter that makes this.
'
paper unique

Subscribe for It Now for Yourself,
or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy.
'

v

'

'

THE DENVER POST
DENVER. COLO.. U. S.

29th, Annual New Mexico Fair and
Resources Exposition In
Albuquerque, October

11

to 16

will have the merit of being new. The management believes
that the people have tired of the same old things year after
year and has been hunting novelties.

It has found them. One of the most interesting is the
Southwestern Marathon, the first long distance endurance race
to be run in this part of the country.
-

.A'.Another brand

';

'

'

'
here will

new attraction
be the Strobel
real Airship that flies; one that has made flights before
thousands of wondering spectators in all part of the United
States and the greatest dirigible ballocn ever invented. The
immense ship of the air will make daily and nightly flights
over the city and the Fair grounds,
x
'

El Paso, Texas, Sept 13. The biggest baseUali tournament yet to be
'
held in the southwest to decide the
championship of the district will be
the tournament to be held in connection with the El Paso Fair and ExAll of the leading
position, Nov.
teams of the southwest have entered
for this tournament and are now recruiting the strongest men obtainable
for their teams In order to win the
$2000 in prizes offered by the Fair
V
association.
The race in the southwest is getting hotter all the time and with two
more months to play the teams should
be playing real professional ball by
the time for the El Paso fair. The
El Paso team has been reorganized,
a manager secured from the Texas
League and a number of new players
signed. Douglas has done likewise,
also Bisbee, Morenci, Colonia Dublan
and the other crack teams in the
southwest, familiarly known as the
"Cactus League'' country. The tournament games are to be played as a
part of the fair' and exposition prog-- i
ram and the finals will be the feature events of fair week.

v

rOC

,

Air-ship--

ra

'

Another brand new thing in the line of sports is the game
of Pushball. ' This will be the first time this game has ever
been played in the Southwest or for that matter in the whole
west, and it promises to be the most exciting innovation in the
history of the carnival sports at Albuquerque,

j

The biggest novelty of the bunch however is President
William Howard Taft who visits Albuquerque for the first time
during the Fair. A reception to President Taft is being prepared which will smash all records for enthusiastic demonstrations in the Southwest.
;
W.. G.

TIGHT,

;

JOHN B. McMANUS,

President.

Secretary.

We wouldn't give the hole in a
Health and Beauty Aid
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear
doughnut for the knowledge of the
your complexion of pimples and
man who thinks he knows it all-blotches like Foley's Orlno Laxative,
for Indigestion, stomach nni If vol- Why Druggists Recommend Chamber bie and habitual constipation. Cleans
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diares me system ana is pleasant to take.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
rhoea Remedy
Drug
Mr. Frank'C. Hanrahan, a prominent SVre.
of
druggist
Portsmouth, Va., says.
For the past six years I have sold
and recommended Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
is a great remedy and one of the best
patent medicines on the market. I
handle some others for the same pur
poses that pay me a larger profit,
Go With A Rush
out this remedy Is so sure to effect a
The demand for that wonderful cure, and my customer so certain to
Stomach, Liver .and Kidney Cure, Dr. appreciate my recommending it to
Klns's New Life n:!s-i- 3 astoundlne
him, that I give It the preference."
all druggists say they never saw the For sale by aft dealers.
like. Its because they never fail to
cure Sour Stomach, Constipation, InFortunate is the family man who
digestion, Biliousness, Jaundice, Sick
Headache, Chills and Malaria. Only can induce1 his running expenses to
25c.
slow down to a walk.
i-

.
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!
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THE LOBBY 'RESTAURANT

AND: CAFE

vraers ana negiuar uiuuers
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
ttnort

THE

FETE TO HONOR
HANDLED
HUDSON-FULTO- N

-

aM9SS

SOCIETY

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS

VAST
CHAPMAN LODGE NO 2, A.

F.

&-

-

DOLLAR

MILLION

A.

EXPENDITURE FOR

BRATION IN MEMORY OF

PHYSICIANS

PLORER

CELE
EX-

AND INVENTOR

Regular comDR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication first and
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursdays In
BANQUET TO COST $69,000
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
Main 1.
brothers
cordially
Americans Declare German Life ' it
Calls answered day or night
Invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M., Chaa.
'
More . Democratic Than Their Own
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
.
Plan for Aeroplane Building Ex-- t
.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
hauat
Supply of Workmen Cupid's
LAS VEGAS COMMAND ERY NO. 2,
DENTIST
Activity Show Return of ProsperKnights Templar. Regular Suite 4, Crockett
Has
Building.
ity.
conclave second Tuesday In
4
phones at office and residence.
each month at Masonic
New York,
Sept. 13 Probably
John S. Clark,
never before In the history of any
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
K. C, Charles Tamrae, Recorder.
city has so much money been lavished on a single civic celebration as
DENTIST
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT- will be expended by New York during
al Arch Masons.
Regular
final days of this month In Its
the
'
Over ' Hedgcock'' Shoe Store
convocation lirst Monday In
combined observance of the three
Phone Vegas 79
each month, at Masonic
hundredth anniversary of Hendrlck
M. R-Temple," 7:30 d. m.
Hudson's discovery of the river that
F. R. CORD. DENTIST
Williame, 1L P., Chaa. H.
bears his name, and the centennial
Spor.cder. Secretary.
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) of Fulton's invention of the steam Doat.
Office Pioneer Building, over Grand Five hundred thousand dollars is befcL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone ing raised by public subscription to
pay the expenses of the Hudson-FultoKnights of Pythias
Main 57.
meet etenr Monday
commission, which has charge of
Castle
eyenlDK In
the
general arrangements. The HudATTORNEYS
Hal), Visiting Knights
son monument, which is being erected
are cordially inrlted.
LP. HAVENS,
under the auspices of a committee of
' . GEORGE H. HUNKER
Chanoellor Commandprominent men on Spuyten Duyvil hill
er.
Attorney at Law
the point where the great explorer-haat
C. M. BEBNHARD,
Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
his first encounte with the InKeeper of Record and
Mexico.
Seal.
dians, .will cost a hundred thousand
dollars. The outlay for private decoGEORGE E. MORRISON
BADDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
rations "and appropriations made for
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
various purposes will amount, to a
4
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
and third Wednesday of each month
quarter of a million and the official
Hudson-Fultoat Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
dinner, which is to be
A. Uivens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l, Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas.
on
September 29 at the Hotel
given
Secretary. Visiting members
Astor, will represent an expenditure
cordially Invited.'
of between fifty and sixty thousand
dollars additional. . Three ' thousand
,
REBEKAH LODGE, I. O. O.
EPWORTH LEAGUE NOTES
guests are expected to assemble at
second and fourth Thursday
this dinner and' five thousand dollars
evenings of each month at the I. 0.
is b'elng expended to prepare the decoO. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
rations for the banquet room, includ- G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
(Contributed.)
ing mural paintings by
T.. F. Dalley, Secretary ; , Adelend
artists
The
of
devotionespecially done for this octhe
subject
league
!
Smith, Secretary.
casion.
al service last night was "Connecting
Altogether, New York win
a million dollars on proover
source
Miss
with
the
of
Editn
spend
AND
power."
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND
fourth Tuesday evenings ' each Kingsley, one of the church's most cessions, decorations, illumination and
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting active workers among the younger other plans for honoring the memory
,
brothers are cordially Invited. W. leaguers, led the meeting which was of two of the most famous nie'o con
D. , W. largely attended. . Mrs. Stoner told nected with her history. Apparently
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
iu her interesting and instructive man every imaginable contingency' has
Condon," secretary.
ner of the "Big Sister" movement In been provided for except the mattei
EASTERN STAR, RKUULiAK
the eastern cities, in which she has of taking care of the vast throngs, of
second ' and fourth had much
some nn
personal experience, she spectators. This Is causing
Thursday evenings of each month. herself having .been a "Big Sister." easiness, as it Is estimated that be
All visiting brothers and sisters are Those who do not attend the
Sunday tween four and five million people
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A. evening league services miss many will assemble to witness some of th
Chaffln, worthy. . matron; Mrs. 'Ida things, and this was one of them.
spectacles a crowd large enougn to
seennger, Bwreiaij.
tax the resources of even the metrop
, The Sunday night service was well
olis.
,
to
hear
out
L 0. P. Fv LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. attended, many turning
Democratic Germany
on
.sermon
Rev.
Van
at
Valkenbyrgh's
4, meets every Monday, evening
Germany, which we are accustomed
their; hall on Sixth street. All visit "Which Church is Right?" The same
re- to think of as a land where rigid
ata
was
condemnation
to
of
not
any
invited
ing brethren cordially
are' enforced,
tend,. C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E. ligion, and summing up, .it was the distinction of? class
and less
more
has
all
O.
earnest
that
democracy
desire
R.
really
Williams, pastor's
Comstock, V. G.;
than the
life
in
its
social
snobbishness
common
to
in
work
that
churches
W.
E.
treasurer;
Crltes,
unity
secretary;
stateto
the
United
trustee.
States, according
The
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery
end, the glorification of God.
Methodist Sunday school- orchestra ments of American visitors who have
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
just returned from attendance at the
materially assisted in the. service.
every Friday night at
102, meets
five hundredth jubilee, anniversary oi
barber
Mr. Buhler, of the Olney
their, hall in the Schmidt building, shop, formerly an active leaguer of the University of Leiusid, one of the
well as one of the oldest
west of Fountain Square, at eight
Marion, Indiana, has joined the ranks largest as
'
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- here. The
institutions of higher learning in
comnew
of
all
presence
dially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, pres- ers whether leaguers or not, is wel- Europe. The Anal act of the jubilee
R.
secretary.
Jas.
Lowe,
which the foreign visitors were Inident;
comed.
vited to attend was the holding of a
COUN
Joseph M, Sundt ran up from his
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
or "students' drinking
"kommers"
In
CIL NO. 804, meets second and work at Thornton to participate
The
king of Saxony presided
party."
Piochurch services and visit his family
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. hall,
at this affair, and he, with the crown
few
a
members
hours
for
neer building. Visiting
yesterday.
who is a student "at Lelpsic,
The league is figuring on some- prince,
are cordially Invited. W. R. Tipton,
on terms of perfect equality
mingled
If
F.
S.
It
near
P.
the
for
Mackel,
G. K.; E.
future, which,
thing
enthusiastic
with
the
undergradu
materializes, will afford the public an
In the course of the evening
F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD opportunity of hearing one of the ates,
the king made a little speech in
Tuesday evenings each month, at west's able speakers and one of its
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- prominent men, and besides, should which he defended German students
ing brothers are cordially Invited. substantially strengthen the treasury. against the charge of excessive drink
John Thornhill, president; E. C. Announcement will be made at the ing, and declared that their beer
drinking customs represented .the
Ward, secretary.
right time.
truest temperance. He added humor
The subject of next Sunday even
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
ously that he could not imagine the
and
ing's
league service will be "Opening achievements of the German nation
second
Brotherhood ha'.l every
Rev. Van Valkenburgh
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth the Mind."
and of German scholarship to ' be
run. Visiting brothers always wel- will lead. Will you' nqt come and founded upon the consumption of
David bring
friend?
to the wigwam.
come
nothing but raspberry Juice. At the
Flint, sachem; Waite H. Davia,
conclusion of the address king,
chief of records and collector of
and students
princes, celebrities
wampum.
emptied their glasses at a single
draught in accordance with under
S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO, 54!.,
graduate
custqm. Wrhlle both Leipsic
WedI. O. B. B. Meets every first
and Heidelberg have educated many
In
the
month
of
the
vestry
nesday
Quickly Cured.
royal princes, these young men In
room of Temple Monteflore, DougVisitvariably conduct .themselves with
street.
Ninth
and
avenue
las
more modesty and good fellowship to
ing brothers are cordially invited.
ward their less distinguished fellow
Rabbi
Charles Greenclay, president;
students, the American visitors deJ. E. Raisin, secretary.
clare, than do the sons of the average
a fellow
millionaire in American institutions.
, Many, a girl encourages
Aeroplanes as Pleasure Craft
just to keep in practice.
In ten years aeroplanes will be In
Can always be depended upon.'
Best Treatment for a Burn
general use by private citizens for
business
and pleasure, not perhaps to
If for no other reason. Chambersummer
months children
During the
In every are subject to bowel disorders and shonld so
lain's Salve should be kept
extent as the automobile is
an
great
household on account of ' Its great receive the most careful attention. As now, but to such a
degree that their
alsoon
looseness
burns.
It
as
treatment
of
unnatural
of
the
value in the
any
will
no comment
excite
unappearance
bowels
is
noticed
and
Chamberlain's
Colic,
lays tho pain almost instantly,
less the Injury Is a severe one, heals Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy should be whatever. This at least is the prethe parts without leaving a scar. This given. Costs but 25 cents a bottle, and diction of an American automobile
salve Is also unequaled for chapped it is economy to always keep a bottla manufacturer who has just returned
handy. You do not know when it may
hands, sore nipples and diseases of be
needed, but when you do want it you from the aviation contests at Rheiras.
the skin. Price, 25 cents. For sale
want it badly. Get a bottle today.
As a result of the progress shown at
dealers.
all
by
M.

n

,

n

wel-know-

-

,

.

'

.

D Earraea
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhea Remedy

MONCAY,

SEPTEMBER

1909

13,

this meeting and of the enthusiasm
aroused by the victory of Glenn H.
Curtiss In his American machine, no
less than a dozen big conceru in
and about this city are rushing plans-fothe manufacture of various types
of air craft. Several of these are
companies now engaged in making
automobiles who propose to take on
the manufacture of air cars as a side
line, and one such big firm Isalready
advertising lt8 readiness to supply
aeroplanes to all who may care to purchase. Others propose to devote
themselves exclusively to meeting the
demands pf air navigators.
One
curious development of the interest in
this subject is that the demand or
designers and pattern-maker- s
exceeds
the supply, and the pattern-makerunion announces from its headquarters here that scores of experienced workmen can obtain employment If they can be found on account
of the sudden activity in the making
of patterns for aerial craft.
Increase In Marriages
While the discussion as to why marriages are decreasing in New. York
has been going" on, and all sorts of explanations and reasons have been
brought forward to account for this
supposed
th
condition,
records
which have been accumulating In the
marriage license bureau of the city
snow that instead of a serious falling
off in the number of marriages, there
has been a decided increase during
each month of the present summer
over the corresponding period of ,1908.
In June this increase was a trifle
over five hundred, while for July and
August it amounts to slightly less
than a thousand. ' The officials in
charge of these records declare that
the influences affecting, the marriage
rate are primarily Industrial and not
social! and they see in the return of
the conditions prevailing before the
panic of two years ago, the, most con
vincing evidence of the improvement
of business and of general employ
ment fbr wage workers.
The fact
that cupid is onoe more almost as
busy as he was in the flush times of
1906 may be accepted as conclusive.
proof, they assert, that widespread
prosperity actually has returned a
conclusion that' Is borne out by many
other Indications.
,
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IdDTEEMISEMe
You'll enjoy a "Rothenberg" from the
first puff

to the last,

s'

It's made

of

Havana leaf.

Sold In

10

the choicest

Strictly ha

nd-ma-

de.

.

y

and
2

for 25c sixes1

ft

Rothenberg & Schloss
Cigar Co.,

k ) ))

J Denver, Colorado

"

DUNCAN
LAS

;

VEGASSANTA EOSA

-

AUTO

UNE

blended

.

:

-

OPERA HOUSE

. THURSDAY

NIGHT

Sept. 23, 1909 '

Rosa auto 4
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
line 4
and
passenger
mail, express
4 la now' in operation. The ajrt 4
makes the round trip between 4
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three 4
Umes a week. Mondays, Wed- - 4
neBdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drng.e)
store at 7 a." m., visits both post. 4
offices and leaves Winters' drag 4
store on the West side for Santa 4
4 Rosa. Tickets can be purchased 4
OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS OF CITY 4 at either Murphey's or Winters' 4
'
4
i
COUNCIL
drug stores.
one 4
is
;
round
The
$11;
fare
4
trip
1909.
September 8,
The city council of the city ot Las 4 way $6. Each passenger' 1s aV 4
lowed to carry not to exceed 25 4
Vegas, N. M., met this date in regu- 4
4- pounds ot baggage. Express pack- - 4
lar session.
4 ages are also handled and can be 4
AU members being
present and
left at either ot the drug stores 4
Goodall
in
chair.
the
Mayor
mentioned.
4
4
Minutes jf meeting held May 26,
4
4
were
read
and
approved.
last,
Reports of city officers for months
You would doubtless be surprised if
of May, June, July and August were
read and referred to the respective you know what the people you sneer
at think of you if they ever give you
committees.
..-.'
'
'..
.
,
Mr.
H.
G.
of
Coorn,
Resignation
Jr., a., thought
as city attorney was read and on moNight on Bald Mountain
r
tion accepted.
On a lonely night Alex. Benton of
On motion of Mr. ' Forsythe, counFort Edward, N. Y., climbed Bald
cil went info executive session for. the Mountain to the home of a neighbor,
tortured by Asthma, bent on curing
purpose of considering nominations.
- One
Nignt
Appointments of Mr. Herbert W. him wlh Dr. King's New Discovery,
of asthma. This
Clark as city attorney to serve the that had cured himself
wonderful medicine soon relieved and
unexpired term of H. G. Coors, Jr., re- quickly cured his neighbor. . Later it
Warning
signed, and Mr. F.' O. Blood as park cured his son's wife of a severe lung
Do not be persuaded Into taking'
commissioner for the term expiring trouble. Millions believe its the great
est Throat and Lung cure on Earth. anything but' Foley's Honey and Tar
April, 1912, were. read and on motion Coughs, Colds, Croup,
Hemorrhages for chronic coughs, bronchitis, hay
confirmed.
and Sore Lungs are surely cured by It fever, asthma and lung trouble, as it
Report of city attorney giving his Best for Hay Fever, Grip and Whoop- stops the cough and heals the lungs.
G--.
and Red Cross Drug
Schaefer
opinion on House Bill No. 163, entitled ing Cough. 50o and $1.00 Trial bot O.
"
.
free.
Guaranteed
Store.
all
tle
by
druggists.
"An act to provide for the collection
of certain occupation taxeB, etc.," was
read and discussed.
It was moved and carried that coun
cil meet as a committee of the whole
The only Institution In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized
on Friday, September 10,' next, to de
'
California Stats Board of Education.
the
by
on
licenses
of
rates
the
liberate
city
"It has more university graduates on its faculty than any similar
to be Imposed on occupations In the
Institution In New Egland." Dr. A. E. W1NSH1P, Editor Journal of
new ordinance, which the council has
Education, Boston.
now under consideration.
Academlo course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
Mr. Forsythe, chairman street and
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trlnlng course, Music, Art,
alley committee, submitted a lengthy
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.
report showing the work that had
Railroad fare In excess of 73 miles paid by the Institution.,
'
been done during the past eight
Our graduates secure teacher's certificates without examination, v
months on, streets, culverts and all
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
other work coming within the juris
For Further Information Address, ,
diction of his committee.
' Mr. T. W. Smith was awarded the
v
city contract for cement sidewalks
lowest
'.
the
and crossings, he being
N. M.
;
bidder.
Owners of the property lying between Armory Hall and Tenth street,
on the south side of Douglas avenue,
were ordered to put In sidewalks, and
a like order was given to parties own
ing property on north side of Prince
street.
On motion of Mr. Nolan', City
Physician Dr. C. C- - Gordon's, salary
was Increased $100 per annum, to take
'
effect September ), 1909, ayes and
HOUSE? A LOT? 4 HORSE!
A
"called
nays having been duly
AN AUTOMOBILE? A. EUSI,
Communication from Albuquerque
'
Fair association, requesting council
mSS? A MUSICAL INSTR&-to aid in the success of a big stateMeNT? You will serve your own
hood excursion to their city during
interest
fair week, was read and referred to
by consulting
secretary of the commercial club.
Council on, motion adjourned.
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fee
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'

will present
Arthur J, Eddy's
great play

-

-

'
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"THECREAT

JOHN CANTON'

,

Onelgiit

New Mexico Normal University

-

'

Dr, BS. GOWEN President

"

;

'

V

';East Las Vegas.

Arc You Thinking
of Pitying
-

Approved

Attest:

:

K. T. GOODALL, Mayor.
Chaa. Tamme, Clerk.
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Harness Repairing
I New Fall Goods?si

cen i ellov
Persian Dates
15c Per Pound

We

CHARGES

REASONABLE

Lvidwig Wm. Ilfeld,
WEATHER REPORT
Temperature
mum 66; rapge

Maximum,
s2-

(

12, 1909.

,,
E

mini-

78;

-

USX--

ot probate court will be
tt'.d on September 16 and IT.
Fine gloves and neckwear. Taichert's.
Don't forget the date, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday. Stress'.

r lour

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of F E E D

weds,, taken on, ,the beach at Santa
Monit i, Cailf.j 'They look as happy
on paper aa they undoubtedly were
in the flesh ' so' soon after marriage.

Jewish New Year falls on
of this week. There will be appropriate services In Temple Jloute-fiorand Jewish business establish
ments will be closed.

1105

Geo.

131,

JIs important, hot only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
CjThe right Bank connection will be a material
,
help to your every day business.
of
record
successful
safe,
a
Bank
has
jThis
conservative banking from the day of its or-

ganization.
,.WE

For sale

from

T.

T,

room house or flat, 2
Har
ris Real Estate company.
4

INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

LIGHT

The First National Bank

liS

if;

mi

OF IAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPITALIand SURPLUS $130,000.00.
'
RAYNOLDS. President.
HALXiETT EAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier.

One beautiful

Baton Egg, $$.7fi
for
want
cooking,
what
ton
you
just
per
N

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Phone Main 21

UTS

The BEST

Spring Lemli

For the

best Heat
in Hie

.

JiV

AT

supplies are the best known.
We would be pleased to serve

Our methods,

WHEAT BREAD
(With English Walnuts In It.)

I0HII A. PAPEII,

1.1

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 end 145

Forney timtivo ZZuiien

Grocer.

Vszl

Zsnsea City aaa Cziivc Beef

1

1iv.v.

oucher's

or baie

!

.

if,--

.

8

acres tinder Ditch.

;

m

fv

f mJIf
U

Ciy

J

w

i

bar'

nicely furnished.
Straight Guggenheim rye . served
over the bar at the Antlers.
Good barn and Jersey Cow.

M,

n:

The best draft beer In the city. At.
The Lobby, of course.

Pabsfs draught beer on tap
Opera bar.

.

New Goods

Arriving Daily

appliances and

Try

911

a Hart

Schaff-ne- r

and Marx Suit, and.
see the difference in
style, fit and quality
compared with other

MAIN 81

IAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY
e

:
1

'

m

t:";'--

makes.
.vi

!!l;S

; .

v

St

For a
quality
a pair of shoes or up-- 1
f u r n i s h i ngs,
to-da- te

visit

ASTERS
.

i

to-yo-

At the Lobby, of course.

room house

.

'

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from
Close in 4- - rels on the bar.

-

:

"THE COFFEE MAN?

A SNAP

,

EXTR.A FI

Hems Dressed Spring Chleis- -'
,
cits ahdIScno
fill Kinks efCsusesso:-- " :

'

Found Only At

STEARNS'
:

;

Once Tried,
Always Used

you.

.

Phone Main 85

WHOLE

Get one with our compliments

patron give us a trial.

HMwMJaHHBMBMIHMMMWNHMHMliMMMi

o?e Bosion

WHITE AND SHELL PINK AT 50 CENTS PER DOZEN
.

:n

Las

,
Vegas
PERRY ONION, Prop.

Greenhouse

-

It Looks Good
It Tastes Good
It Is Splendid

customers.

and if you are not. already a

in Town.
.

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street.

of laundry
609 Douglas Ave. E. Las Vegas, N.
convenience of our

picture free'
with every
25c worth.

S3
S3-

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Wehave.a new lot

Od Domestic Coal, n Best Screened

83
S3

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
DEALERS IN
r

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

bags for the

f

a yard

PHONE MAIN 107

Real Estate Co.

MONEY SAVED

fOo

no old stock.

SIXTH STREET

Co's.

CUSTOM

S3

Jake Graaf

so
3

ng returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown

6QBars for 25 Cts.

Free from Slate or Slack"!

All new

83

morn- -

FOR OUR

OUTINGS at

TEAZLEDOWN

The Woman's home missionary so
ciety of the Methodist Episcopal
churoh .will give a reception to Jill
women of this congregation at the
parsonage, 725 Eighth street, Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

trading

S3"

Few Days Only

Special for a

All Aboard for Hacvey'sl

E

SI

S3

hall."

Carriage goes out Saturday

JS

S3
S3.

Famous for Girls' School Dresses' and Boys' Waists

Have You Tried

,

JEFFERSON
E. D. RAYNOLDSCashier.

cream

'

FOR KIMONAS

Also a Full Line of

e3
e

3- -

r

8

The ladles' aid society of the"Meth- Wallace Pierce, of Owensboro,
odlst Episcopal church will meet with
Ky., a' nephew of F. H. Pierce, will
Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, 810 National
Join a Camjfleld surveying corps and
avenue, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.
go to the country with' a party to
morrow.
Xhere will be a regular meeting of
the Degree of Pocahontas" this even
The city schools at Santa Rosa
ing atF. B, hall. AH members are
last Tuesday morning with an
opened
requested to be present, as business enrollment of 102
pupils for the first
of Importance will be transacted.
week. Miss Bessie- - Cavanaugh of
Las Vegas Is one of the three grade L
S K. Sydes Is In receipt of a photo teachers employed In these schools.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ike Davis, the newly She is a
popular and experienced
teacher and the' Santa Rosa school
board was Indeed fortunate in secur
ing her services.

OF A GOOD BANK
"

your

good lots, very cheap for cash.

YOUR SELECTION

,

:

A

Galatea Cloth

Owing

the

'

fj

to the Inclemency of the
Douglas.
weather la3t evening, the open-ai- r
IL Hunker.
concert by the Mayflower band in the
The Ladies' Guild will meet Tues plaza park was1 postponed till this
at 7:30.
day afternoon at 2:30 at Guild hall. evening
A large attendance requested.
The entertainment and dance to be
.
Our exclusive line of pattern hats given by the Ladies of the Maccabees
on display for opening, Tuesday, Thursday evening, September 16, will
be given In the F. B. hall, Instead ot
Wednesday, Thursday. Strass.
O. R. C.

For Rent Flat,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

New Polonia Velpyt

-

The ladles' league of the Presbyterian
church will meet with Mrs. A,
A new ton has been born to Mr. and
on Hot Springs boulevard,
McMillan
Mrs. Luciano R. Baca.
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Get the best at Nolette's barber
Fraternal Brotherhood will give
.
shop.
a social dance Friday evening, Sept.
Admission .15 cents. Dane
Dr. A. J. Butterfield, a graduate vet 17, 1909.
erinary surgeon, has his office with Ing free, refreshments will also bt
served.
M. N. Chaffin, the liveryman.

Orde
Turner.

I'

6

fc'feS8lon8

Use Ovir

Arriving Daily

.

a; i.. V?; 12 m, 44; 6
p. m., 44; mean 51
County prisoners were employed ton
Forecast Fair tonight and Tues- the West side streets and on the
day ; light frost tonight In northern plaza to fine advantage this morning.
'
portion.
First showing of fall and winter
millinery,
Tuesday, Wednesday,
LOCAL NEWS
Thursday. Straas.

TlicStoreWsAlwaysBusy

Phone

,N

W SEE THE

lMione Main 37!

Humidity

'

r$

aid delivered

All work called for

Oct

?a

are sow prepared to do Harness and Saddle Repairing of all sorts

Seyttftil'tt

ide

-

PHONE MAIN 276

Copyright 1906

by
Hart .Sclia finer is' Marx

Clothintt Hous

